WITH ME, MARIAH MONTANA
By Ivan Doig
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on that land."
The independent Mariah,
who always "seemed to be the
only author of herself," wheedles Jick into joining their
· four-month journey, and although he professes. to loath
. his former son-in-law, the trio
is soon plying the interstates
and back roads in search of
stories and photos that burrow beneath the skin of centennial hoopla. Complementary as journalists in a way
they never were as ~pouses,
Mariah and Riley are soon
producing compelling features, angering Montana
chauvinists and, to Jick's consternation, warming up to
each other again.

Times book editor

ime is a commodity in
Ivan Doig's Montana,
almost as tangible as a
flock of sheep or a
fresh-cut crop of hay.
Through his novels "Enghsh Creek" and "Dancing at
the Rascal Fair," <ind now
''Ride With Me, Mariah Montana" (Atheneum, $18.95), the
final volume in his trilo~
about the state's Two Medicine country, time loops
gracefully, almost casually.
et it also has the steady,
inexorable flow of history, as
Doig peels away layer after
layer of the live~ that pass
i hrough Montana . frpm the
late 19th century through the
state's centennial celebrations
-·
last year.
Memory is the force that
energizes this commodity,
time:- " 'Memories are ronesour lives tell us,' " Ji ck
McCaskill declares· near the
end of the new novel, after he
has taken a long look at his
own 65 years. His final speech
in the wintry dawn of Mon- •
tana's IOOth birthday, at a
stirring flag-raisin~ ceremony
with family and friends in the
own of Gros Ventre, provides
a moving and eloquent coda to
a remarkable trio of novels.
Like "English Creek,"
"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana" is filtered through Jick's cantankerous
personality. But while his memories in the
earlier novel were corralled into the wideeyed, golly-~ee wotld view of a naive 14year-old, "Ride With Me" gives full rein to
a. adult sensibility that manages to be :..,vLO
curmudgeonly and humane, that is guided
by the wisdom and. self-deprecating humor
t at come only with age.

1990
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This is no mere Montana
travelogue, and unlike "English Creek," whose lively
prose was saddled with a
glacial narrative pace, "Ride
With Me" accelerates to a
comfortable rhythm and
seems to move along on cruise
control. With Jick at the
wheel, the "Bago" transports
them from a buffalo preserve
to the mine-cratered devastation of Butte, from the ghost
of Shelby's boxing-match
fame to the ghosts of Jick's
own ancestors - the "Dancing aHhe-RascatFair->-g neration - at the historical society
in Helena.

MONTANA
AN[)·
MEMORY
.
. ,

They steer through Montana's romanticized past and
the rocky economics of its
present, always guided by
Jick's crusty huinor and
Doig's deft touch with the
landscape: "We might as well
have been a carload of Swiss
trying to sightsee Mongolia,"
says Jick, when tl~ey reach
southeastern Montana, a
bleak nowhere-land new to
them all. "Grassland with
sage low and thin on it ran to all the
horizons ... a surprising number of attempts
had been made to scratch some farming into
this barebone plain, but what grew here
mostly was distance."

Finale of Doig's·trilogy takes us
back to Two M0dicine country

Doig has seen to it that memory and
history ride together, 1989-style, in this new
novel. It takes _the form of a picaresque
rn mble around Montana after Jick reluctant1., ocr.-o..oe> tn """"" h_1

Winru:i.hod'o D_U i-0> form

Ivan Doig
has seen to
it that
memory and
history ride
together.

But this Is a journey through memory as
much as landscape, and Doig pulls off a
daring but gloriously successful gamble.
Midway through, the trio grows fo four with
the addition of a woman from Jick's past
who is as unexpected·as she is welcome. She
puts time in perspective for him, however,
allowing Jick to finally admit that "a person
._ _ _ ,1,...
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Weste n author's next bo
By J.C. Martin
The Arizona Dally Star

uthor Ivan Doig's Arizona fans who
read his Montana
with unflag·
ging pleasure will li this news: He
ls about to turn his attention to Arizona.
Doig, born in White Sulphur Springs,
p11blished lit·
Mont., 51 years ago, began
erary career in 1978 with a Montana memoir, "This House of Sky." Be used family
recollections to paint the h'1Sh, rewarding
life of early Montana pio
rs. The book
was nominated for a Nation•I Book Award.
His next effort, "Bernet s Book," - at
the moment just a working ®e, - will be a
· continuation of "This House of Sky," Doig
says. It will be partly factuat
Berneta was Doig's mother and she died
in 1945 when he was bar y 6. The fam·
ily - Doig, his mother and father - spent
the winter preceding her death in Phoenix
and Wickenburg. There Be eta Doig, who
had asthma, tried to regain Iler health.

A

.
A.E. Araiza, The Arizona Daily Star

an Doig Is In Tucson
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In telling his mother's story, basically
that of a girl and a woman who grew up in
Montana in the early 20th century, the Ari·
zona sojourn will come into the picture
through her letters. They were sent faith·
fully every two weeks to her brother serving
in the South Pacific during World War II.
"She was a clear, vivid writer," Doig says.
One of her accounts, he remembers, con·
cerned a Montana Club get-together in
Mesa.
In spite of Berneta's improving health,
Arizona could not keep the Doigs. "Homesickness, family considerations," Doig says,
drew them back to Montana. So Ivan Doig
did not grow up in Wickenburg, after all,
where he might have devoted his talents to
presenting Central Arizona with the same
chiseled precision he uses on Montana.
On the other hand, although Doig has
spent most of his literary career portraying
Montana life, he hasn't lived there since
1957 when he left home to attend Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill.

to include Arizona .

For the past 26 years he has lived in Seat·
tle with hi ife, carol, a former journalist
who now teaches at Shoreline Community
College.
He returns to Montana regularly, however, as he did earlier this month to receive
a Governor's Arts Award. He won simi·
lar awards in Washington in 1979, '81, '85
and '88.
Despite
to his home state, Doig insists
he could ever live there. "You have to
we~r too
y hats in a small city."
He cites e case of writer friends whose
"good citiz consciences" keep them on
civic com
ees and boards. "That and lis·
tening in
the downtown geezer table,"
Doig shak his head in cheerful dismay.
"They just on't let you alone."
He prefe what he calls the "aloneness"
of his Seatt suburb.
Doig tra
his decision to be a writer
back to jun r high school and the encouragement of sympathetic teacher.
"I dropp out of Future Farmers and
e

signed up to take a course in typing. You t(ll
about a career decision."
Graduating from Northwestern in 19&
Doig spent a few years at various journa
tic jobs (a newspaper and a magazine)
fore getting a Ph.D. in Western history at th
University of Washington.
.
Beginning in 1970, Doig spent the next 10
years, "twice the length for human sanity·,"
as a full-time free-lance writer. He w~
turning out a couple dozen articles a ye
when "This House of Sky" started maki
the rounds of New York publishers.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, whi
bought it, was the 13th publisher to read i
But when the rejection slips start~ co 1ing back with comments such as, "fhis
really well-written but we don't see a
commercial prospects," Doig says, h k
he was getting close.
"It's bard to say enough good thingf abo t
what happens when Ivan Doig sets wore

oig

things out loud to hear their rhythm,
the turns of phrase." He has been
known to sit at his desk reading silently, tapping the eraser end of a
pencil in cadence as his lips move.
"I try to work two stubborn sub·
stances, research and craft," Doig
told an interviewer for the "Contem·
porary Authors" series, "into be·
coming the hardest alloy of all - a
good story."

own on a page," a critic wrote.
"He has that magical quality," one
an put it, "of being able to make you
see, taste, feel and smell what he is
writing about."
It is not something he achieves ca·
Doig will be at The Haunted
ually. Most Doig books have gone Bookshop, 7211 N. Northern Ave.,
through at least three and often as 2-4 p.m. tomorrow to sign boo~ and
many as seven rewrites. Doig, who greet readers.
still relies mainly on a manual type·
writer, says, "It's the first writing
Hat's tough. Getting the words out of
my head and onto anything. By the
third draft, it starts to sing."
Using a Roget's Thesaurus that he
acquired in college, Doig works at
what he describes as "sorting
words." (For the Montana trilogy
"English Creek," "Dancing at the
Rascal Fair," and "Ride With Me,
Mariah Montana," he also used a
songwriter's rhyming dictionary.)
Sometimes, Doig says, he will look
over a manuscript "just for verbs."
Sometimes, "to see how every para·
'graph begins and ends. I like to read
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'The last Best Place' in America
RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTANA
By Ivan Doig
(Atheneum: $18.95;
384 pp.; ()()89.12019-2)

Reviewed by Judith Freeman

W

hen · does a farmer or
rancher finally give up on
making a living from his
land and sell out to some distant
corporation or resign himselI to
· foreclosure? When does the smalltown grocer, undercut by malls, do
the same? And what about the
young people -in rural America,
whose best prospe~ts lie in the big
cities? What happens to our ~ollec
tive spirit when we p\ill up roots
and dissolve communities, when
families find themselves separat-

ed?
"How and when should we leave
our own roots-?" each of the main
c aracters in Ivan Doig's new novel asks. In doing so, they: voice an
issue
the Ininds of many Ameri-

cans.

on

"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana" is the last volume of Doig's
Montana trilogy, -which covers 100
years of Montana hi.st-Ory as Viewed
through the eyes of the fictional
McCaskills, ~ a Scottish immigrant

ranching family. The first volume,
"English Creek" ( 1984), was set in
the 1880s when the first McCaskills
arrived in Montana. The second
volume, "Dancing at the Rascal
Fair" (1987), took place during the
Depression years. Last year, Montana celebrated its centPfl.nial, an
event that provided the perfect
theme and setting for the concluding story about the McCaskills, in
which a father and daughter set
out in a Winnebago during the
- centennial summer in order to "get
the true story" of the state.
Jick McCaskill, a recently widowed rancher, is talked into making this journey by his daughter
Mariah, a photographer for a newspaper that has assigned her to do a
series on the centennial Joining
them is Mariah's ex-husband, Riley
Wright, a wise-cracking reporter
who is to provide the text for
Mariah's pictures. Jick, Mariah and
. - Riley-a reconstituted family
largely at odds with each otherset out in the mobile home, crisscrossing the state in search of
stories.
The novel has a lively tone and a
quick pace. Doig has a perfect ear
for colloquial speech, and he is both
eloquent (in passages where he
simulates Riley's journalism) and

More WASPs in the Ivy
THE LADY OF SITUATIONS
--· By Louis Auchincloss
(Houghton Mifflin: $20.95;
~~~·~
ZJ._5~1.'Jl:
~~,~
·~395-544114)

happens is a bit of polite adultery rocking the
walls of the "moriasiery," plus some.milder
breaches of honor.
Characters speak operatically. Aunt Ruth.

the struggle to hold a moral standard against
the pressures . of modernity holds up as a
contemporary morality play. Indeed, he
prett much managed tb.ls Jamesian feat

fwmy (when he sets the trio to
verbal sparring) . They e~counter
old-timers as well as new immigrants such as the Vietnamese
waiter enthusiastically struggling
with- the new language. The trio
visits historical monuments, battlefields and preserves where they
gaze wistfully at the remaining
buffalo-once so thick "the country was one robe." Inevitably their
own personal histories unfold. The
trip jars memories, of Riley and
Mariah's acrimonious divorce, of
Jick's- own unhappy first marriage
and his deeply satisfying second
one.
Doig uncovers both the beautiful
and 1.he tattered sides of Montana:
the dump heaps and earth poisons
left by strip mining; the mobile
missiles-"blue taxis to Armaged don" (there are 200 Minuteman
missile silos across Monuuia). He
writes of . the defeated lives on
Indian reservations, and the "bottom-wage way of life" that drives

young people elsewhere.
Please Turn to Page 7

Freeman is the author of "The
Chinchilla. Farm," a novel, and a
collection of stories," Family Attracti<rns."

i:nar
cuts a swath of destruction around
itself and leaves a trail of battered
psyches in its wake. Out of t his
wasteland of a 1950s dream family
gone bad steps a narrator, the
daughter, Maureen Emery Lannier:
"By the time I went to college I
hated my name so much I dropped
it altogether. Emery, my grandmother's maiden name, felt right. I
liked the idea of grinding and
polishing, a hard abrasive substance. I grew · to see myself like
that; grinding and polishing myself
to remove the traces of Frank and
Nina from my life."
However, Emery can neither
scrape away her parents, Frank
and Nina, nor get them to call her
anything but Maura.
The narrative begins when the
40-ish Emery goes to her parents'
house hoping to find the home -she
has never had. After spending the
last 25 years trying to run away
from her parents and her past,
Emery is looking to make peace
with them (her mother has written
that Emery's father is about to die) ·
as well as with herself. Soon after
._,.- - rw• - ""J"'

Q

n:u1nry

cm1a.nMd tRcU tney refuse to ma
.. . • -- ••~J u.-a-t;l!f! t
I'Y w bear children. They ta:
our scars weren't identibaJ.,1' says
refuge in each other. " 'There
Emery. "We all grow up differentalways been you and I,' Drew sai
ly, learn different.lessons. Tattoos.
'We've never gotten close to an··
Scars. Scars don't tan. Scars don't
one else.' " There also is a thir
heal. Scars don't. Scars are. "
child, Julia, long dead, present i
Regardless
how much Emery
the book only through her absenc<
would like to turn her back on the
Absences affect this book lik
past and its scars, she can not. On
black holes, always ·tugging e
one level, the narrative deals with
characters. Throughout her work!
Emery's attempts to deal with
Vogan deals with loss, whether )
present-day life, the effort to find
be the loss of a limb-a particula·
her parents new housing and the
fascination of hers-or of a lover
like. In a subtext, driven by her
Emery's sometime lover, Paris, ant
frequent flashbacks as she metoher younger sister, Julia, hover il
nymically skips between past and
the penumbra of "Blueprints," al·
present, she attempts to deal with
though Paris does make a fe~
the past. She knows, however, that
appearances. Accordin to Emery
"reinventing the past is as impos"We all live with ghosts. Paris i~
sible as skating on hot water."
/
The Lanni~rs resemble the self- · my ghost, Julia is my mother's."
Emery can say goodby to Paris, if
contained, eccentric, virtually
only for a while, but her mother
friendle8s families that Anne Tyler
cannot say goodby to Julia. .
creates. However, with the LanIn "Blueprints" as well as in her
niers, eccentricities shade into paother books ("In Shelly's Leg,"
thologies. "My family must be
''Loss of Flight," "Scenes From the
terminally marginal," Emery
Homefront"), Vogan knits facts,
thinks. "We were a normal, midconcrete knowledge, into the fabric
dle-class family. On the right track
in a wrecked car. "
The parents, Frank and Nina,
drink themselv~s into stupors
nearly every nighi. Nina, who

of

"He was like a
that it bums·
but not befof!
everythi:ng·art

'Ride With Me'

~

Continued From Second Page
But he also celebrates the beauty
of the land and the· tenacity of
spirit found in Montanans "who've
been perpetually game to outwork
the levels of pay here because they
can love a mountain with their
eyes while doing it," people who
see life as "an up--aild-down proposition." In the great expanse of
Montana, ma.'1 is given "much room
and ·nclination to do both our worst
and our best."
The question of how and when to
leave one's roots becomes more .
pressing as the journey progresses.
Jick, who has left his sheep ranch
in the hands of caretakers, must
decide what to do with an operation he can no longer manage alone
and which neither of his children
wants to take over. Riley and
Mariah, who have effected a tu··
multuous reconciliation, begin
planning to move - to the West
Coast once the centennial is over.
The future hangs in the balance:
Will the last McCaskills leave the
land or find a way to remain rooted
in what has become known as "the
last best place"?
In certain ways, Montana has
come to embody what's left of the ·
"West" as it once was known. But ·
the history of the American West
was written as a romance; and the
romance has run its course. A more
shameful pic:ture has emerged, a ·
story of despoliation and genocide,
of exploitation, corrup~ipn and
LOS ANGELES TIMES/BOOK .REVlEW
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greed. As America enters the 21st
Century, the West looks more and
more like a big theme park. The
outdoors has become little more
than a backdrop for commercial,
recreational actiVIty.
· · Doig understands these issues
better than most. He has steeped
himself in Wes tern history and
written · the sorts of books that
· don't romanticize the experience as
much as present it in small-scale,
human terms. He has written
beautifully- and with tenderness
and humor of simple people who
love the soil.
In the long run, all the· "sad
behavior" of man over the last
hundred years can't erase hope for
the future. Jick McCaskill doesn't
sell out but manages to find a way
to ensure that his ranch will pass to
future generations in an unspoiled
condition. Even Mariah recants on
California and makes a continuing
commitment to her roots, thus
'.:.;v~~ing the McCaskills' attachme1u. to the soil.

It seemed right that "Ride With
Me, Mariah Montana" should have
ended on such a hopeful note. After
all, Ivan Doig is the most hopeful ·of
writers-not blindly optimistic but
deeply humanistic. "He who owns
the soil,". he ~as written,_"owns up
to the sky."
In Montana, that's a big piece of
heaven, something worth hanging

onto.

•

'
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No one alive knew Elvis bettei
shared his life, and who now r
1 Wit, candor, and affection. Eve.
called the Presleys white tras~
mourned and worshipped still
considered Elviss better half; t
record and fecklessness;
his mother's smothering
love and alcoholism. From
these seeds sprang Elvis
Presley, American legend
-musical superstar, ·
devoted son, self·
r·
destructive pop icon.
"A frank, revealing
reminiscence of The
King of Rock 'n' Roll ...
Intriguing insights.

\

-Kirkus Reviews
Packed with never- beforeseen photos!

a oorr;es
~ Penpiin USA

.
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The Big Sky's· the Limit
RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTANA
By 1·van Doig
Atheneum. 324 pp. $18.95

By Susan Dodd

I

VAN DOIG is a writer whose work
makes rea~ers recall why they love to
read, rerrunds writers why they ever
. ~anted to write in the firSt place.
Dmg s characters befriend you. His landscapes bowl you over. His novels lay whole
worlds at your feet and invite you to make
them your own.
Ride With Me, Mariah -Montana is the
final {-alas) installment of a trilogy begun
with ~nglish Creek {1984) and followed by
Dancing at the RascaJ Fair (1987). Readers
of the first two vl>lumes will likely find this
ride worth the wait, but those who missed
the e.arlier b~ks sho~'t have any trouble
keeping up with Manah, either. This novel
stands on its own.
And it. stands? as well, apart. Ride With
M~ /Jariah Mon~11a co~ fick

~ s account of his Scottish f.amily.

Mceaof their

frwtful and spirited inhabitation of. Montana's Two Medic!ne country. But it is 1989

now. McCaskills have lived within sight of
Phanton1 Woman Mountain for about a century, Jick for 65 years, and the state of
Montana is getting ready to make the most
of its lOOth birthday. English Creek, lined
with willows, still curves down <mt of the
mountains, but it lingers on the edges of a
changed world, a wor1d .afflicted by "the
longest epidemic of all, loss..., You can still

ta?3 with his daughter and her ex-husband.
~ley and Mariah, still more than half in lave
with each other, work for a Missoula new.

any statute of limitations~ for Christ's

sake?") And he is still trying to. reassemble a

rather crochety family history:
"Eve~ family

-

.

is a riddle . _. People on.

the outside can only glimpse enough to
make them won er what in the name of
Jesus H. Christ is going on in there ••.
while ·those inside the .family have times
sometimes lifetimes, of being baffled with
one another .. . parent and child .. . eyeing
each other like foreign species. Knots in the
bloodline. The oldest story there is, and
ever the freshest.•
Preoccupied, perhaps, with a lifetime of

bafflement, Jick gets hirriself into a real pre-

. ~cam~nt: Before 'Ye quite know what's got
Susan Dodds most recent book is "Hell-Bent mto him, he has signed on for a crisscross

Men and Tr.eir Cities."

paper, he as a columnist ("Wright Angles")
she as a photographer. Their assignment•
hard-won and lo?sely defined, is · to pi~·
together a portrait of Montana in all the rich·con.tra,rine~s of its hundredth year.
J1ck s Wmne!>ago makes for mighty close'
quarters, as Riley and Mariah follow their
!1?ses. Such .bickering, such chemistry . ••
- it s a ~!1'1no for Tracy and Hepburn. And
there 1s J1ck-"letting myself get just exactly where I knew not to get, between the pair
of them"-digressing a blue streak and
sputtering like Walter Brennan
~t is the sputter of Jick · McCaskill•;
v-0ice-cranky, confused, honest, stubborn
and lovelorn-that orchestrates the jour' ney, reconciles pastrand present and makes
tbe whole novel sing. Jade With Me Mariala
Montana is, -like its narrator, not' without
~ws. Old men tend to ramble, and this par~ would-be oodger has a weakness for
one-!llters. t.ba~ occasionally gets the better
<>f him. Jick is so opinionated, especially
where his daughter and her ex-husband are
concerned. that Mariah and Riley teinain a
bit dim for .a ~er, .overshadowed by the
narrator's anxiety, aggravation .and love.
And · ~ poetic columns of Riley's in a
~-town ~per? Such ~ously oversho~

- watch buffalo roam in Montana, provided
you're willing to track them "from a
motor~ome the size of a small boxcar." You
can still spot a bull eik, but it's mounted
over a p~sty-faced city editor's desk. Grizzly
beai.'"'S dte of relocation. Entertainment is
provided by· "Montana's homegrown Cand-W group, The Roatlkill Angels," and by
the latest in t-shift slogans-"Keep Montana Green, Shoot a Developer.•
No wonder, then~ Jick McCaskill has grown a little irritable, loss around him everywhere he looks. Hi beloved wire has recently died, and Jick is starting to suspect .
the hard business of ranching is getting to
be too much for him. A nearby corporate
ranch is licking it.:; chops over the kCaskJll ·
• land. Jick's bopes of keeping the ranch in
~ family. were shot down three years ago
with the divorce of his daughter Mariah and
her husband, Riley Wrignt.
~ Feeling the reins of present and future
slip from his hands, Jick is, more than ever,
haunted by the past. ("Doesn't time kno

eentennial tour of the sorry state of Mon- ·

• - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1eft
Fortune
~ smce James
·
wnting
hasnmagazine.
t been seen.
Agee
But Ivan Doig is a writer rommitted to
'~Be/
~know
plenty, and maybe plenitude alw3ys involves

ore uie . quite
whats got into him, he
has signed on for a
_
.crisscross centennial tour
of the sorry state of _

Montana."

a touch o~ ~vcess. Ride With Me, Mariah

!!ontana lS. an extravagant celebration and,

abo~ all else, a love story. It is filled with
devoti~ ~passion for its locale, its people

and their history, and smitten with the very
from which iHs fashioned. It is, as
Journeys. tend to be, a little episodic. But
some of its turns and destinations are won-

~anguage

derfully

surprising~

And what a ride.

wouldn't have mi~ it for the world.

•

Meet Ivan Doig
tomorrow on the Ave.
Meet this bestselling Northwest author at a book
signing from 3 to 4:30 PM Friday, October 5, at
our Main Store on the Ave.
His new book, Ride with Me, Mariah Montana , is
the final novel in a trilogy which includes English
Creek and Dancing at the Rascal Fair. It is also
available at our store in Bellevue.

Hardbound
General Books - First Floor

SinceJ900
Open Thu rsday nights •til 9. Park free Use your bankcards

1lnl\Je1Slt,] i\Joo}\Storn
4326 L'nivrrsity Way NE. • 634-340U.
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Jick's narrative is occasionally interrupt-- TRAV~L/ JeaiLLeinhan
· ed by snatches of Riley's journalism, pieces
the reader infers · to be Doig's own voice.
On the subject of Jick's Centennial Day
spe~ch, Riley writes, "His words climbed
as he threw his head back to outspeak a
gust.... Up through the black canyons of
space, the sparks we utter; .motes of wordfire that we glimpse leaving on their ConRide with Me. Mariah Montana
stellation flight, and calJ history."
The Early Anlval of Dreams:
by Ivan Doig
. . als
.
.h d
A Year In China
Th
hr
e t ee pnnctp are sometunes ar
. by Ros.emary Mahoney
(Atheneum. $18.95)
. company·to keep; they bicker incessantly -~-- __-Fawcett Coluniblne-;=$18.95 ~ .,.-~~ T::_".:
in a sideshow of put-do\l{JJS and wisecracks,
_
_..
_. _
.
.
·T'S 1989, · MONTANA'S CENTENNIAL SUMpretending to disown wlnerability and ten~.-.
. -. · _ ~ - ._ -·-,
-mer, and Jick McCaskill~ familiar. in a
der feelings for each other~~ntiments . s
· l N C E CHINA "OPENED ITS- DOORS .
younger incarnation to readers of Ivan
b'!fely discerni_ble behind their ~ordplay. the West'' in 1979, we've_had a lot
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C. M. RUSSELL
The Mackay Collection

\ ..

A biography of the cowboy artist and a
commentary on many of his works of art.
Excellent reproductions of the oils, watercolors, bronzes, and drawings in the
Montana Historical Society 's Mackay
Collection of C. M. Russell art.
28 pages
(2524) Paperback, $3.50
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THE MINT COLLECTION
And the Saloon Entrepreneurs of
Russell Art
During the 1890s the Mint Saloon in Great
Falls, Montana, housed a collection of
Charles M. Russell art. The text and
reproductions in this portfolio document the
collection and what happened to it.
22 pages

(9580) Paperback, $1.50

•-A TRAVELER'S COMPANION TO
MONTANA HISTORY
Carroll Van West
An indispensable guide to Montana 's
historical landscapes, ideal for armchair
reading or for daypack or glovebox reference. Illustrated with maps and historical
and contemporary photographs.
240 pages
(9203) Paperback, $9.95
2nd printing-available March 1, 1991

CHARLIE RUSSELL AND THE
LADIES IN HIS LIFE
Ginger K. Renner
In this ground-breaking essay, Russell
authority Ginger Renner describes the
important women in the life of C. M. Russell
and the impact they had on his art. Illustrated with a portfolio of 22 full-color
reproductions of Russell's works that feature
women.
(2526) Paperback, $3.25
32 pages

MONTANA'S HISTORICAL HIGHWAY
MARKERS
Compiled by Glenda Clay Bradshaw
from original text by Robert H. Fletcher
Since the 1930s, Montana 's roadside
markers have given travelers light-hearted
and colloquial descriptions of historical sites
across the state. All 156 signs have been
faithfully reproduced and illustrated in this
delightful book with drawings by cowboy
artist Irvin "Shorty " Shope.
70 pages
(5209) Paperback, $8.95

FRONTIER-PIONEER MONTANA
A Historic Montana Map Dedicated to
the Old Timers
A reprint of the original 1937 Montana
history map created by Robert H. Fletcher
and Irvin "Shorty" Shope.
36 11 x 28 11

(7941) $4.95 (Postage $2.50)

F. JAY HAYNES: FIFTY VIEWS
Photographs from the Haynes
Collection

Montana Historical Society
F. JAY HAYNES, PHOTOGRAPHER
Montana Historical Society
160 photographs by F. Jay Haynes of an era
of change in the Northern Rockies. Images
range from the photographer's early work in
Minnesota to his tum-of-the-century views
of Yellowstone National Park.
192 pages
(9201) Hardcover, $24.95
Sale Price $14.95

A broad sampling of photographer F. Jay
Haynes ' work chronicling the rapidly
changing Midwest and Northwest from 1876
through the tum of the century.
32 pages
(6104) Paperback, $4.95

Montana Historical Society Museum Store

Montana Historical Society Press
WELLS FARGO
Stagecoaching in Montana Territory
W. Turrentine Jackson
The story of the Wells Fargo and Company
in Montana and its effects on territorial
growth
63 pages
(9582) Paperback, $2. 75

THE GIBRALTAR
Socialism and Labor in Butte,
~ontana, 1895-1920
erry W. Calvert
The story of the socialist insurgency in
Butte, Montana, the toughest mining town
in the West and one of the few cities in
America to be governed by the Socialist
party. Calvert captures the drama and color
of Butte's labor wars and the city's flamboyant personalities.
191 pages
(9205) Hardcover, $21.95

NO STEP BACKWARD
Women and Family on the Rocky
Mountain Mining Frontier, Helena,
Montana, 1865-1900
Paula Petrik
The fascinating story of late nineteenthcentury prostitutes, entrepreneurs, reformers, suffragists, and middle-class women in
Helena, Montana, a dynamic mining town
on the Rocky Mountain frontier. Illustrated
with historical photographs. "... replete
with marvelous details about the lives of
Helena's.. women. "-Pacific Northwest
Quarterly
206 pages
(9210) Paperback, $12.95
(9204) Hardcover, $19.95

THE CONREY PLACER MINING
COMPANY
A Pioneer Gold-Dredging Enterprise in
Montana, 1897-1922
Clark C. Spence
The dredges of the Conrey Placer Mining
Company worked the ground near Virginia
City, Montana, for almost twenty-five years.
The Conrey Company experimented with
massive equipment and used innovative
techniques to pull millions of dollars in gold
out of Alder Gulch. This important business
history is certain to become a standard
reference work. Richly illustrated with
historical photographs.
148 pages
(9209) Hardcover, $19.95

THE MONTANA FRONTIER
Merrill G. Burlingame
Published in 1942, The Montana Frontier set
a new standard for writing regional history.
In his well-researched and highly readable
text, Burlingame discusses Indian life, fur
trade, mining camps, cattle business, early
churches, and pioneer settlement.
416 pages
(4579) Paperback, $7.95

YELLOWSTONE PLACE NAMES
Lee H. Whittlesey
With this book in hand, visitors and park
enthusiasts will see a Yellowstone National
Park they have never seen before-the
landscape of Yellowstone place names.
Whittlesey presents the well-researched
history of over 650 place names and
recounts delightful stories of trappers,
explorers, rangers, and visitors to the park.
Illustrated with historic photographs by
park photographer F. Jay Haynes, foreword
by Tim Manns, park historian.
200 pages
(9206) Paperback, $11.95
Unabridged (9208) Microfiche, $8.95

THE LAST BEST PLACE
A Montana Anthology
William Kittredge and Annick Smith,
editors
In celebration of Montana's statehood
centennial, William Kittredge, Annick
Smith, and a distinguished board of editors
assembled a collection of over 250 stories,
poems, essays, journals, and oral histories
by 150 writers, including lewis and Clark,
Osborne Russell, Arapooish, Dashiell
Hammett, Ivan Doig, James Welch, Mary
Clearman Blew, A. B. Guthrie, Thomas
McGuane, Richard Ford, Richard Hugo,
Sandra Alcosser, and Paul Zarzyski.
Essential reading for everyone who loves
good literature, the anthology is handsomely illustrated by woodcuts created for
the book by Montana artists. Now in its
third printing.
1,184 pages
(9207) Hardcover, $45.00 ($3.50 postage)
(9211) Paperback, $22.50 ($2.50 postage)

MONTANA._NATIVE PLANTS AND
EARLY PEOPLES
Jeff Hart
Illustrated by Jacqueline Moore
This fascinating and informative classic
describes the early uses of native Montana
plants by Native Americans and other early
inhabitants of the area. Entries are arranged alphabetically with a description of
the plant and its habitat, a discussion of its
use, and an illustration.
76 pages
(1709) Paperback, $5.95
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Western History
TEN TOUGH TRIPS
Writers and the West
William W. Bevis

THE GOLD RUSH WIDOWS OF
LITTLE FALLS
Linda Peavy and Ursula Smith

MONTANA
Our Land and People
William Lang and Rex C. Myers

The land is the inland west, particularly
Montana, and the trips are literary journeys
made by ten writers ranging from James
Fenimore Cooper to James Welch. In a
series of lucid and witty essays, Bevis, a
professor of English at the University of
Montana, uses their works to explore the
conflict between the mythic West of
European yearnings-a natural paradise
free of all civilized constraints-and the real
complications and austerities ofMontana.
248 pages
(4585) Hardcover, $24.95

In the late 1850s and early 1860s the
Minnesota frontier town of Little Falls
struggled for survival in the face of floods,
conflicts with Indians, and a troubled
economy. Many of the men of Little Falls
had left the town-and their families-for
the goldfields of Colorado and Montana.
Based primarily on the letters of Pamelia
and James Fergus, The Gold Rush Widows of
Little Falls provides a moving portrait of
struggling families.
304 pages
(5223) Hardcover, $29.95
(5220) Paperback, $14.95

In this eminently readable book, historians
Lang and Myers tell the story of Montana
from prehistory to the last gubernatorial
election. Now available in its second edition.
261 pages
(4574) Hardcover, $22.95

ASTORIA AND EMPIRE
Jam es P. Ronda

AN UNCOMMON LAND
K. Ross Toole

Ronda's book is the first modem account
and assessment of John Jacob Astor's furtrading enterprise. Richly detailed, it teems
with Indians of many tribes and an international cast of traders, naval officers,
diplomats, and rogues. Astoria and Empire
draws on important archival sources only
recently discovered, including Duncan
McDougall's journal, which allow the
reconstruction of daily life at Astoria.
400 pages
(4547) Hardcover, $26.95

One of Montana's most eloquent historians
writes with intelligence, wit, and a keen
perspective on the important events that
have shaped the political and cultural life of
the state. A classic volume on the history of
Montana.
320 pages
(4569) Paperback, $8.95

GROWING UP WITH THE COUNTRY
Childhood on the Far Western Frontier
Elliott West

Lizzie Fisk arrived in Helena, Montana, in
1867 to begin life in the mining town with
her journalist husband, Robert. Over the
next twenty-five years, in letters to her
family in Connecticut, Lizzie Fisk provides a
fascinating look at one of the most important eras in Montana's history.
170 pages
(4629) Paperback, $12.95

In this beautifully written book, historian
Elliott West uses diaries, journals, letters,
novels, and reminiscences to examine the
lives of children on the frontier. The author
shows how the experiences of these children
differed significantly from those of their
parents and prepared them to shape the
culture and institutions of the modem West.
343 pages
(4301) Paperback, $16.95
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LIZZIE
The Letters of Elizabeth Chester Fisk,
1864-1893
Rex C. Myers, editor

A HISTORY OF TWO CENTURIES
Michael P. Malone and
Richard B. Roeder
The most complete history written about
Montana, this book is a valuable resource
for those interested in the state's development.
352 pages
(4576) Paperback, $14.95

THE AMERICAN WEST
A Twentieth-Century History
Michael P. Malone and
Richard W. Etulain
In this valuable new book, historians
Malone and Etulain present the first
comprehensive history of the American West
in the twentieth century. This exhaustively
researched and eloquently written book
describes the West as a dynamic, culturally
rich region that is ripe for intellectual
discourse and discovery.
360 pages
(4310) Paperback, $12.95
(4311) Hardcover, $31.50

TWENTIETH CENTURY
A State of Extremes
K. Ross Toole
Photographs of people and places complement Toole 's vivid and enthralling account
of Montana's often turbulent history since
the tum of the century.
304 pages
(4562) Paperback, $12.95

Montana Historical Society Museum Store

Montana & the West
THE BUTTE IRISH
Class and Ethnicity in an American
Mining Town, 1875-1925
David W. Emmons
In his well-researched study, historian David
Emmons describes and analyzes life in
Montana's premier hardrock mining town.
Emmons describes how the Irish built a
community in Butte, how they worked, and
how they survived. A compelling history of
class and ethnicity.
410 pages
(4621) Paperback, $15.95

COWBOY TALES

•IVAN DOIG

Jon Tuska, editor

Ivan Doig writes about the fictional
McCaskill family in a trilogy that
spans the years from late 1890 to
1989. The setting for the three books
is the Two Medicine country south of
Glacier Park on the east face of the
Rockies.

Cowboy Tales are classic literary depictions
of the West illustrated with captivating
photographs of today 's cowboys. The ideal
book for pioneer spirits and cowboys at
heart, Cowboy Tales includes Mark Twain's
"Buck Fanshaws Funeral," S. Omar Barker's
"Outlaw Trail," Bret Harte 's "The Outcasts
of Poker Flats," 0. Henry 's '~ Call Loan,"
Conrad Richter's "Lutie, " John Steinbeck's
"The Leader of the People," and Max Brand's
"Wine on the Desert. "
85 pages
(5175) Hardcover, $10.95

THE MONTANA RAILROAD
Nicknamed, "The Jawbone"
Don Baker
The Montana Railroad, succeeded by the
Milwaukee Railroad, served central Montana
for nearly a century and was one of the few
railroads that operated with steam, electric,
and diesel power. It connected with the
Great Northern Railway at Lewistown and
the Northern Pacific at Lombard.
95 pages
(4504) Hardcover, $14.95

The stories in Runaway place in proper
perspective incidents in the lives of women
and men in contemporary Montana as they
struggle with the weather, physical adversities, and the tatters of the myth of the West
that shapes and often distorts the vision.
215 pages
(5190) Paperback, $8.95

A BRIDE GOES WEST
Nannie T. Alderson and Helena
Huntington Smith
One woman 's perspective on life during the
late 1800s in southeastern Montana. This
YJoignant and moving story is told with
·incerity and compassion for the people,
their values, and the land.
273 pages
(4004) Paperback, $6.95
106/411-2~90

Ivan Doig
English Creek is set in the 1930's.
343 pages
(5018) Paperback, $7.95

DANCING AT THE RASCAL FAIR
LETTERS OF A WOMAN
HOMESTEADER
Elinore Pruitt Stewart
The unforgettable story of a woman
homesteader who proved she could do it on
her own. The critically acclaimed 1980 film
Heartland was based on Elinore Pruitt
Stewart's letters and journals.
282 pages
(4006) Paperback, $7.95

RUNAWAY
Mary Clearman Blew

ENGLISH CREEK

RICK O'SHAY, HIPSHOT, AND ME
A Memoir by Stan Lynde
Introduction by Charlton Heston
An autobiographical text plus 10 complete
stories from the daily comic strip created by
the cartoonist from 1959 through 1977.
Lynde introduces each story with a brief
explanatory essay about the history and
meaning of the comic strip.
250 pages
(5029) Paperback, $18.95

Ivan Doig
Dancing at the Rascal Fair is about the
Rocky Mountain frontier in the late
nineteenth century.
182 pages
(5085) Hardcover, $18.95
(5173) Paperback, $8.95

RIDE WITH ME, MARIAH
MONTANA
Ivan Doig
The trilogy ends with the story brought
forward to 1989, Montana 's centennial
summer. lick McCaskill-facing age and
loss, his prized ranch beset by outside
interests-is jumpstarted back into
adventure and escapade by a red-headed
newspaper photographer named Mariah.
324 pages
(5051) Hardcover, $18.95

THIS HOUSE OF SKY
Ivan Doig
With piercing clarity and artistry, Doig
reflects on growing up in Montana's Shields
Valley and along the Rocky Mountain front.
Doig's writing exhibits the warmth and
sensitivity he feels for the land and the
people who shaped his values.
324 pages
(4505) Paperback, $5.95
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Discovering Montana & the West
MONTANA TRIBUTE
DeWayne Williams
Montana's official commemorative limited
edition of one hundred black-and-white
photographs of unusual and interesting
people, places, things, and events from
Montana 's centennial year
350 pages
(1773) Hardcover, $50.00

MONTANA FROM THE BIG SKY
Larry Mayer
A labor of love by Billings Gazette photographer Larry Mayer, who has flown over the
vast Montana landscape for eight years to
compile this special perspective. NBC
Anchor Tom Brokaw adds his !rave/sharpened impression of Mayer's unique
view of Montana.
144 pages, 140 color photographs
(1775) Paperback, $29.95

CHRISTMASTIME IN MONTANA
collected by Dave Walter
125 years of Montana holidays with colorful,
contemporary Christmas and winterlandscape photography combine for a warm
look back at memorable Montana Christmases from 1864 to today, as recorded in
memoirs, letters, and newspapers.
128 pages, 80 color photographs
(1776) Paperback, $19.95

MONTANA ON MY MIND
Photography by Mike Sample and
Larry Mayer

WE MONTANANS
Norma Tirrell
Foreward by A. B. Guthrie, Jr.

Images of Montana landscapes, waterways,
and wildlife celebrate the state's beauty,
heritage, and pride. Over 200 color photographs are accompanied by quotations from
Mike Mansfield, A. B. Guthrie, Jr., Norman
Maclean, Charles M. Russell, and other
famous Montanans.
120 pages
(1027) Hardcover, $29.50

For this centennial publication, Tirrell
asked a cross-section of Montanans why
they live under the Big Sky, why they stay,
and what makes them distinctly ''Montanan." Their answers are an eloquent
tribute to a beautiful state. Full-color
photographs.
160 pages
(1031) Hardcover, $17.95
150 pages
(1030) Paperback, $12.95

SECRETS IN YELLOWSTONE &
GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARKS
Lorraine Salem Tufts
Sixteen of the country's best wildlife and
landscape photographers capture thrilling
and touching scenes in two of our best-loved
parks. All photos are accompanied by
identifying text and photographic information. This national award-winning book is a
wonderful addition to the photographic
documentation of our national parks.
86 pages
(1772) Hardcover, $29.95
82 pages
(1769) Paperback, $19.95

SYMBOLS OF MONTANA
Rex C. Myers and Norma B. Ashby
What is Montana's official state fish? What
does the state seal symbolize? You can find
answers to these and other questions about
Montana symbols in this popular book.
32 pages
(4537) Paperback, $3.50

MONTANA IS .•.
Verse and photography by Mike Logan
Well-known Montana author and photographer Mike Logan illustrates his popular
poem, "Montana Is ... , "with beautiful color
photography.
96 pages, 140 color photos
(1016) Paperback, $11.95
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NAMES ON THE FACE OF MONTANA
Roberta Carkeek Cheney

MONTANA!
A Photographic Celebration
Volume 1
Rick Graetz
Montana landmarks and breathtaking
scenery come to life in Rick Graetz' color
photographic tribute to Montana.
104 pages
·
(1032) Hardcover, $19.95
104 Pages
(1033) Paperback, $13.95

MONTANA!
A Photographic Celebration
Volume 2
Rick Graetz
Notes by A. B. Guthrie, Jr.
The second volume of stunning photographs
of Montana will delight all those who love
the Big Sky. A wonderful collection of fullcolor photographs of Montana's prairies,
mountains, and wildlife.
104 pages
(1040) Hardcover $19.95
104 pages
(1041) Paperback, $13.95

This informative guide to place names of
Montana, includes histories of familiar and
unfamiliar names and the colorful events
linked to their origins.
300 pages
(1508) Paperback, $9.95

Montana llistorical Society Museum Store

Discovering Montana & the West
SCENIC BYWAYS
Beverly Magley
Driving for pleasure has been the number
one form of outdoor recreation in the United
States for many years. Now, the National
Scenic Byways Program promotes driving
on America's most scenic highways. Many of
the routes are through national forests,
where the U. S. Forest Service has officially
designated "scenic byways. " full-color cover,
58 b&w photos
256 pages,
(1727) Paperback, $9.95

ROADSIDE HISTORY OF
YELLOWSTONE PARK
Winfred Blevins
Enrich your next trip to Yellowstone
National Park with this informative guide to
some of wonderland's best-known places.
Includes descriptions of the park and stories
from its past.
106 pages
(1763) Paperback, $7.95

ROADSIDE GEOLOGY OF MONTANA
David Alt and Donald Hyndham
A new edition of the essential guide to
Montana's roadside geology presents new
interpretations of the origins of the Rocky
Mountains based on the latest theories of
plate tectonics. Detailed maps, diagrams,
and photographs.
435 pages
(1828) Paperback, $12.95

GORDON SULLIVAN'S GLACIER
Denise Pizzini and Gordon Sullivan
Butte native Gordon Sullivan has spent
many years exploring the Rocky Mountains
and photographing Glacier National Park.
100 of his beautiful photographs accompanied by excerpts from his journals present
beautiful Glacier at its most seductive.
120 pages
(1765) Paperback, $14.95

Guide Books

GREAT ESCAPES
Montana's State Parks
Rick Newby

MONTANA WILDLIFE VIEWING
GUIDE
Carol and Hank Fischer

Twenty-eight of Montana's state parks are
described in this informative and attractive
book. Includes a directory of Montana's
state parks and 60 color plates.
80 pages
(1548) Paperback, $9.95

This comprehensive guide to accessible
prime wildlife viewing sites, includes a map,
general descriptions of and detailed access
information to sites as well as a list of
wildlife species and the best season and time
of day to see them. 40 color photos
104 pages,
(1710) Paperback, $5.95

MONTANA NATIONAL FORESTS
Gary Ferguson
Montana National Forests is a lively,
informative guide to a sweeping expanse of
public land. Full-color photos, fact-filled
text, and a directory to recreational
opportunities within each national forest,
109 color photos
128 pages
(1749) Paperback, $14.95

DIGGING DINOSAURS
John R. Horner and James Gorman
Foreward by David Attenborough

Montana is a recreation paradise.
Whatever your sport, you 'II find your
share of the action with these six guide
books.
CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO MONTANA
Pat Caffrey
237 pages

(1714) Paperback, $9.95

ANGLER'S GUIDE TO MONTANA
Michael S. Sample
244 pages

(1747) Paperback, $9.95

Paleontologist Jack Homer describes his
remarkable discoveries of dinosaur fossils in
Montana 's badlands. Homer's new theories
about dinosaur life and the reasons for their
longevity have changed the way we think
about these fascinating creatures.
210 pages
(1553) Hardcover, $17.95

FLOATER'S GUIDE TO MONTANA
Hank Fischer

YELLOWSTONE ON FIRE!
Staff of the Billings Gazette

YELLOWSTONE TRAILS: OFFICIAL
HIKING GUIDE TO YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK

For more than three months in 1988, the
staff of the Billings Gazette covered the fires
that blazed through Yellowstone National
Park. These journalists and photographers
remained in the Park day after day,
reporting on the 13 major fires and asking
the hard questions about the controversial
"let it bum" policy.
128 pages
(1036) Paperback, $12.95

140 pages

(1522) Paperback, $8.95

HIKER'S GUIDE TO MONTANA
Bill Schneider
250 pages

(1746) Paperback, $9.95

b&w photos and maps
120 pages,
(1757) Paperback, $4.95

HIKER'S GUIDE TO MONTANA'S
CONTINENTAL DIVIDE TRAIL
Tad Brooks and Sherry Jones
35 b&w photos
256 pages
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Lewis & Clark
THE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION, VOLUME 6,
November 2, 1805-March 22, 1806

THE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND
CLARK
Bernard DeVoto, editor

THE HISTORY OF THE LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION
Elliott Coues, editor

The first five volumes of the new edition of
the Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition have been widely heralded as a lasting
achievement in the study of western
exploration. The sixth volume begins on
November 2, 1805, in the second year of
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark's epic
journey. It covers the last leg of the party's
route from the Cascades of the Columbia
River to the Pacific Coast and their stay at
Fort Clatsop, near the river's mouth, until
the spring of 1806.
531 pages
(4318) Hardcover, $50.00

A one-volume abridgement of the record of
an exploration unique in American history.
DeVoto's edition, published by the American
Heritage Library, is considered one of the
most reliable and readable transcriptions of
the great nineteenth-century chronicle.
504 pages
(4119) Paperback, $10.95

This authoritative record of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition is presented in three
volumes. Volume I: April 30, 1803-June 7,
1805. Volume II: June 8, 1805-March 22,
1806. Volume III: March 22, 1806-September 23, 1806. This 1,363-page compilation
contains maps, reports, memoirs, and index.
Vol. I
(4114) Paperback, $8.50
Vol. II
(4115) Paperback, $8.50
Vol. III
(4116) Paperback, $8.50

Also available
ATLAS OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK
EXPEDITION
196 pages

(4145) Hardcover, $100.00

THE JOURNALS OF THE LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION, VOLUME 2,
August30, 1803-August24, 1804
612 pages

(4090) Hardcover, $50.00

THE JOURNALS OF THE LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION, VOLUME 3,
August 25, 1804-April 6, 1805
544 pages

(4091) Hardcover, $50.00

THE JOURNALS OF THE LEWIS AND
Cf4RK EXPEDITION, VOLUME 4,
April 7-July 27, 1805
464 pages

(4189) Hardcover, $50.00

THE JOURNALS OF THE LEWIS AND
CLARK EXPEDITION, VOLUME 5,
July 28-November 1, 1805
415 pages
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(4245) Hardcover, $50.00

THE WAY TO THE WESTERN SEA
Lewis and Clark Across the Continent
David Lavender
A distinguished historian of the West
dramatically recounts the story of one of the
greatest adventures in American history.
Using new evidence, Lavender takes an indepth look at the members of the expedition,
their encounters with Indians along the
way, and their struggles to find the headwaters of the Columbia River.
444 pages
(4289) Hardcover, $22.95

AMONG THE SLEEPING GIANTS
Occasional Pieces on Lewis and Clark
Donald Jackson
Lewis and Clark authority Donald Jackson
details the art and craft of editing the
documentary collection of letters that led to
the 1962 revival of scholarship on the
Voyage of Discovery. Illustrated.
136 pages
(4190) Hardcover, $17.95

LEWIS AND CLARK
Pioneering Naturalists

Paul Russell Cutright
The most comprehensive account of the
scientific findings of Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark during their journey from St.
Louis to the Pacific Ocean in 1804-1806.
504 pages
(4286) Paperback, $14.95

LEWIS AND CLARK AMONG THE
INDIANS
James P. Ronda
A fascinating study of the Lewis and Clark
expedition as a cooperative venture that
depended on the Indians for everything from
food to fuel to maps.
298 pages
(4122) Hardcover, $24.95
(4225) Paperback, $8.95

SACAJAWEA
Harold P. Howard
Journalist Harold Howard retraces
Sacajawea's path across the Northwest with
the Lewis and Clark Expedition. A wellwritten and colorful account that objectively
examines this remarkable Shoshoni
woman's life after the expedition ended.
214 pages
(5502) Paperback, $8.95

SACAGAWEA OF THE LEWIS &
CLARK EXPEDITION
Ella E. Clark and Margot Edmonds
An informative examination of the life of
Sacagawea, the Shoshoni woman who
traveled with the Lewis and Clark Expedition. The authors look at Sacagawea's life
after the expedition and present evidence of
her death in 1884.
171 pages
(5501) Paperback, $9.95

Montana llistorical Society Museum Store

Custer

Charles M. Russell

SON OF THE MORNING STAR:
CUSTER AND THE LITTLE
BIGHORN
Evan Connell
By concerning himself with people and their
societies and how they express themselves
through the events of history, Connell
reinforces the fascination with Custer's last
Stand.
441 pages
(5017) Paperback, $10.95

CUSTER'S FALL

CHARLES M. RUSSELL
Peter H. Hassrick

The Indian Side of the Story

David Humphreys Miller

Charlie Russell came to Montana in 1880 to
share the lives of the mountain men, the
cowboys and the wranglers-the independent
men who lived the West of Russell's imagination. Using new research, Hassrick
presents an illuminating study of some of
Russell's best work. Illustrated with fullcolor reproductions.
155 pages
(2566) Hardcover, $39.95

Based on the accounts from 71 Indians who
actually fought in the Battle of the little
Bighorn, this astonishing chronicle sheds
new light on one of the bloodiest days in the
history of the western frontier.
271 pages
(4070) Paperback, $7.95

OLD NEUTRIMENT
CUSTER DIED FOR YOUR SINS
Vine Deloria
In his new preface to this quality paperback
edition, the author observes, "The Indian
would have changed so substantially since
the first publication of this book that some
things contained in it seem new again."
Indeed, it seems each generation will have
to read and reread Vine Deloria's Manifesto
for some time to come, before we absorb his
special, ironic, Indian point of view.
This book should be a must-read for all
Americans.
267 pages
(4224) $8.95

KEEP THE LAST BULLET FOR
YOURSELF
The True Story of Custer's Last Stand

By Thomas B. Marquis
Introduction by Joseph Medicine Crow
Preface by Herman J. Viola
A reprint of the controversial account of an
obscure physician who interviewed some of
the Indians who fought at the Battle of the
Little Bighorn.
205 pages
(4261) Paperback, $7.95

Memories of the Custers

TRAILS PLOWED UNDER

Glendolin Damon Wagner
Introduction by Brian W. Dippie

Stories of the Old West

Charles M. Russell
Introduction by Will Rogers
Back in Print

Old Neutriment was George Custer's orderly
for nine years and may have known him
better than anyone but Elizabeth Custer. An
intimate look at how the Custers lived and
the orderly's trip with Custer to the Battle of
the little Bighorn. First published in 1934.
256 pages
(4270) Paperback, $7.95

This popular book, written and illustrated
by Charlie Russell, is a collection of
authentic incidents written as humorous
stories about an old-time cow wrangler.
210 pages
(2539) Hardcover, $24.95

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
ON THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE
BIGHORN
Douglas D. Scott, Richard A. Fox, Jr.,
Melissa A. Connor, and Dick Harmon

RECOLLECTIONS OF CHARLEY
RUSSELL
By Frank B. Linderman
Shortly after the death of his friend Charley
Russell, Linderman recorded these random,
nostalgic, and humorous recollections.
148 pages
(2562) Paperback, $10.95

What really happened on that bright
summer day in June 1876, when George
Custer died on the hill above the little Big
Hom River? After an archaeological
examination of the battlefield in 1984-1985,
four experts in military archaeology and
firearms interpret the new evidence and
solve some of the mysteries surrounding
that famous battle.
309 pages
(4634) Hardcover, $24.95

WESTERN ART OF CHARLES M.
RUSSELL
Lanning Aldrich, editor
Introduction by Vivian A. Paladin
Forty-five of the cowboy artist's paintings
are reproduced in this best-selling book
about Russell and his art.
417 pages
(2534) Paperback, $14.95

•
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Native American Studies
MONTANA INDIANS: YESTERDAY
AND TODAY
William L. Bryan Jr.
Photographs by Michael Crummett

THE SPIRIT OF NATIVE AMERICA
Beauty of Mysticism in American
Indian Art
Anna Lee Walters

THE SACRED PIPE
Black Elk's Account of the Seven Rites
of the Oglala Sioux
Joseph Epes Brown, editor

The collective insights of author and
photographer bring together images of
Indian culture and tradition that illuminate
the diverse and rich history of Montana
Indians.
144 pages
(1014) Paperback, $13.95

From eagle bone whistles to beaded
moccasins, the everyday and ceremonial
objects created by Native Americans over
the centuries are unsurpassed in their
beauty and originality. In this stunning
book-much of it in full color-Walters
authoritatively describes tribal traditions
with photographs of nearly 250 artifacts.
120 pages
(2569) Paperback, $16.95

Black Elk was the last holy man to know the
religious rites of the Lakota Sioux. Over a
period of several years, anthropologist and
historian Brown lived with Black Elk,
recording his knowledge of the tribe's
religion and preserving it in this faithful
translation.
143 pages
(5641) Paperback, $7.95

THE FEATHERED SUN
Frithjof Schuon
Introduction by Thomas Yellowtail
Regarded in Europe as one of the foremost
authorities on religion, Frithjof Schuon 's
lifelong association with the Plains Indians
has culminated in this comprehensive
comparative study of Indian and non-Indian
religions.
170 pages
(5531) Paperback, $25.00

WAR DANCE
Plains Indian Musical Performance
William Powers
The Indian powwow, with its colorful war
dance, is among the most vital aspects of
American Indian culture. William Powers
has witnessed both the traditions and trends
in Plains Indian music and dance over the
past thirty years, and here encapsulates his
long career in what may be the first book
that deals with Plains Indian musical
culture as a unit.
200 pages
(5560) Hardback, $24.95
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SITTING BULL
Champion of the Sioux
Stanley Vestal
Foreword by Raymond J. DeMallie
This authoritative book goes beyond the
legend to tell the true story of Sitting Bull,
the great Sioux warrior and statesman.
Learn about Sitting Bull's fight to help his
people and retain his dignity in the midst of
the awful change that altered forever life on
the frontier.
346 pages
(5642) Paperback, $12.95

"I WILL FIGHT NO MORE
FOREVER"
Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce War
Merrill D. Beal
During the summer and fall of 1877,
hundreds of nontreaty Nez Perce Indians
fled from the military through Idaho and
Montana, only to find defeat near the
Canadian border. Historian Beal tells about
the history of these people, describes their
leaders, and gives us an insightful perspective on the war and its consequences.
Essential reading.
366 pages
(5543) Paperback, $10.95

CROWFOOT
Chief of the Blackfeet
Hugh A. Dempsey
Foreword by Paul E. Sharp
Crowfoot was an important Blackfeet chief
who served hz's people as orator, peacemaker, and diplomat on the CanadianAmerican frontier. In this sensitive and wellwritten biography, historian Hugh Dempsey
uses oral history and his considerable
knowledge of the Blackfeet tribe to examine
the life of this enigmatic Indian leader.
226 pages
(5646) Paperback, $9.95

THE MYTHS OF THE NORTH
AMERICAN INDIANS
Lewis Spence
Anthropologist and folklorist Spence
presents the myths and legends of the many
tribes of North America. Ranging from
stories about love to tales of rivalry and war,
the myths tell us a great deal about the lives
and character of these people. Map and
illustrations.
393 pages
(5635) Paperback, $8.95

Montana Historical Society Museum Store

The West in Poetry

Calendars
C.M.RUSSELLENGAGEMENT
CALENDAR, 1991

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY
CALENDAR 1991

100 YEARS IN POETRY (1889-1989)
The Montana Poet

A full-color wall calendar that reproduces
some of Russell's best-loved works, including
Return of the Horse Thieves, Innocent Allies,
The Elk. and Paydirt
9" x 12"
(8330) $5.95

The new calendar contains 36 color photos
and eight pieces of color art of Nature
Conservancy preserves and the plants and
animals living in this critical habitat. Plus,
every photo is accompanied by long
educational captions. The images come
from the cameras of America's best landscape and wildlife photographers.. Part of the
proceeds from this calendar go to preserve
ecological diversity all over the world.
11" x 11"
(8302) $9.95

The poems that are contained within these
pages are a product of love, respect, pride,
honor and dedication to the Great State of
Montana, its people and their way of life.
111 pages
(4506) Paperback, $19.89

NATIONAL FORESTS, 1991
This is the only calendar to feature the
grandeur of our National Forests. It features
14 spectacular images of recreation, wildlife,
and scenery found in our national forests.
Part of the proceeds goes to help the
conservation programs of the American
Forestry Association.
9" x 12'
(8301) $7.95

THE MONTANA CALENDAR, 1991
Enjoy some of the most spectacular places
in Montana with this full-color wall
calendar, illustrated by photographer Mike
Sample. Each photo is accompanied by an
informative description of the location and
its importance to Montana.
911 x 12"
(8332) $4.95

BIG SKY COUNTRY ENGAGEMENT
CALENDAR, 1991
Dan Sample's full-color photographs show
us the Montana that we all want to come
home to. Enjoy a different breathtaking
scene each month.
(8331) $5.95
9" x 12"

MONTANA HISTORY CALENDAR
Trivia Edition, 1991
Begin each day with a fascinating piece of
Montana's past. Illustrated with historic
photographs, this calendar features a short
story for each day of the year. Collect yours
or give a "piece of history" to a friend.
9" x 12"
(8315) $5.95

THE MONTANA WILDFLOWERS
PERPETUAL CALENDAR
Karen Leigh Noice and Cini Ogle's beautiful
calendar is done in calligraphy with water
colored wildflowers, and can be used year
after year. It enables you to enter your
significant events to become part of the art
work.
4 Yz" x 20"
(8334) $9.95

BRONC TO BREAKFAST
Mike Logan
Mike Logan captures the essence of ranch
life in this collection of poems. Logan has
been a featured poet at the National Cowboy
Poetry Gathering in Elko, Nevada, and he
has participated in cowboy poetry gatherings throughout the West and Canada.
80 pages
(5184) Paperback, $6.95

COWBOY POETRY
A GATHERING
Hal Cannon, editor
The finest collection of cowboy poetry
published since the pioneering work of John
Lomax over fifty years ago. Tough and lean
and honest, these poems enter our culture
as literature.
201 pages
(5057) Paperback $9.95

COWBOY POETRY
A CONTEMPORARY GATHERING
Hal Cannon, editor
A first-rate sampling of the best cowboy
poetry being written today. The poets in this
collection hail from all over the West.
Sandwiched between the heartbreaks are
humorous stories that'll put a little chuckle
in your grin: it's the laughter that keeps
these folks going when times are tough.
165 pages
(5030) Paperback, $9.95
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Books for Young People
BOBCAT YEAR
Hope Ryden
For nearly three years, naturalist Hope
Ryden focused her studies on one of North
America's most elusive and beautiful
animals, the bobcat-and the result is
Bobcat Year. This fascinating, endearing
book tells the fictional story of a family of
bobcats as they progress through the cycle
of their year. Ages 8-14
200 pages
(1560) Paperback, $14.95

THE EDUCATION OF LITTLE TREE
Forrest Carter
A Cherokee boyhood of the 1930s remembered in generous, loving detail. There's
humor, tragedy, tenderness and, most of all,
love . ... A lot of people received a lot of
education from their grandparents that
schools don't offer. But few have expressed it
as well as little Tree has. Ages 8-14
216 pages
(2069) Paperback, $10.95

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
The Crow
Frederick Hoxie
The author presents to young adults, for the
first time, the significant place that
American Indians have had in our society.
He also discusses the changing relationship
between tribal groups and the federal
government and describes each Indian
culture in its own context and as it relates
to the majority culture.
119 pages
(2234) Paperback, $9.95

GOING WEST: COWBOYS AND
PIONEERS
Martine Courtault
The book tells about the adventures of
pioneers, what they brought with them in
their wagons, and what they did when they
arrived in the west. Ages 5-10
38 pages
(2091) $4.95

IO

Cookbooks
THE LEWIS AND CLARK
EXPEDITION
Illustrations by Dan White,
Text by Sanna Kiesling
Although most major events in American
history have been covered in numerous
books, many of these events do not appear
in a brief, but factual, children's book. Fullcolor illustrations. Ages 8-12
32 pages
(2236) Paperback, $4.95

THE FIRE MOUNTAINS
Illustrations by DD Dowden,
Text by Beverly Magley
With this easy-to-read, full-color book,
young readers can learn about natural
wonders such as ominous volcanoes. The
story of nature is too exciting to be left to
professional scientists. Full-color illustrations. Ages 8-12
32 pages
(9094) Paperback, $4.95

M IS FOR MONTANA
Gayle Corbell Shirley
Illustrated by Constance Rummell
Bergum
This beautifully illustrated, innovative book
introduces children to the alphabet as well
as to some of the riches of Big Sky Country.
Recommended for preschool and younger.
32 pages
(2054) Paperback, $7.95

FOLLOWING INDIAN TRAILS
Nicolas Greinier

THE MONTANA COOKBOOK
A unique and delicious collection of 500
favorite recipes from Montanans throughout
the Treasure State. Montana cooking is as
wide as the Big Sky itself, and now The
Montana Cookbook brings together the best
of Montana cooking for everyone to enjoy.
These recipes-selected from more than a
thousand submitted by Montanans from all
parts of the state-reflect the state's rich
diversity.
352 pages
(3026) $19.95

HUCKLEBERRY HANNAH'S
COUNTRY COOKING SAMPLER
Deanna Hansen-Doying
Inside this cover are over 200 of the most
scrumdillyicious yummies and goodies for
which your lips have ever had the pleasure!
Every recipe is a "tried and true, please 'em
every time," Montana favorite, soon to be
your favorite, too. Enjoy these recipes.
132 pages
(3003) Paperback, $12.95

WILDERNESS RANGER COOKBOOK
Valerie Brunnell and Ralph Swain
A collection of backcountry recipes by U.S.
Forest Service Wilderness Rangers. The
Wilderness Ranger Cookbook is a compilation of several winning recipes from rangers
across the country. Wilderness tips are
sprinkled throughout the book to help you,
the reader, do your part to preserve
America's wildlands. Enjoy!
111 pages
(3004) Paperback, $7.95

Tales of how the Indians got to America,
how they lived, and how they played, what
their buffalo hunts were like and many
other accomplishments. Ages 5-10
38 pages
(2090) $4.95

Montana llistorical Society Museum Store

C. M. Russell Christmas Cards
Each package contains 12 notecards and
13 envelopes. Outside verse and inside
~reeting vary. Boxed cards, $7.50

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS ASSORTMENT
One of each of the 12 cards pictured on this
page (8113)

HERE'S HOPIN'
BEST WISHES

Inside greeting: Good friends, good times,
good health, good cheer and happy days
throughout the year. (8107)

Inside greeting: Hoping your Holidays are
filled with Cheer (8101)

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
Inside greeting: Wishing you a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year (8104)

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU
AND YOURS
Inside greeting: Happy Holidays and Best
Wishes for the Coming Year (8110)

CHRISTMAS MEAT
In every home, in every heart/The lights of
friendship glow/And once again it's time to
greet/The friends it's nice to know. Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year (8102)

CHRISTMAS AT LINE CAMP
May Christmas bring Friends to your
Fireside,/Peace to your Pathway/And Good
Health throughout the New Year. (8103)

CHRISTMAS RANCH PARTY
May Christmas bring friends to your
fireside,/Peace to your Pathway/And Good
Health throughout the New Year. (8105)

SEEIN' SANTA
Here's a toast to Santa Claus/The grand old
man of cheer/He sails thru the moonlit
heavens/To bring us joy each year! Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year (8108)

MAY YOUR DAYS BE BETTER
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU
ANDYOURN
A gift cant be valued by measur nor pound/
Nor counting the coin it cost/A tune from a
fiddle's a mighty sweet gift/But taint long
left the bow till its lost/The ear lost the
music but the heart held the sound/And
correlled all the goodness it meant/Twas a
gift from the heart with out measur nor
pound/An it dont cost the giver a cent/Love
is a giver of gifts, with friendship his husky
mate/Its the slices of heart that you get with
a gift/That gives any gift its weight. (8111)

Inside greeting: Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year (8109)

THE GRASS IS SHORT
SANTA HELD UP
Inside greeting: Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year (8112)

The grass is short, the range is dry,
Good prospects ain't a half inch high
The cows ain't fat, this verse ain't clever,
But Merry Christmas same as ever! (8106)
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A C. M. Russell Full-Color Print Catalog is available from the Museum Store. 65 well-known Russell

lithographs, acrylic finish, canvas prints and framed canvas prints can be ordered.
MONTANA Fleece Top

Montana Historical Society Canvas Book Bag

embroidered 100%
cotton. colors: Aqua,
Sunrise Peach, Ocean
Jade, and Coral Reef.
Adult sizes (generous):
s,m,l,xl (8509) $29.95

colors: red/black,
blue/black, black/red,
black/green (9195)
$13.50
PHONE ORDERS
Mon.-Sat. 9a.m.-5p.m. (Mtn. Time Zone)

406/442-2890

MONTANA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
225 N. Roberts Street
Helena, MT 59620

D Send Free Print Catalog

SHIP TO:

ORDERED BY:
If name or address differs from label below, please correct information:

Name

Name

Address

Address

City/State/Zip

City/State/Zip

Phone
For gift orders, please state how you want the card signed:

ITEM
NUMBER

QTY.

Quantity Total

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

'

SHIPPING-When special postage is not indicated, add $1.50 for the first item, $.50 for each
additional item, not to exceed $5.00 per order to one address. If requesting U.P.S. , provide
street address.
Please compute separate shipping charges for each address.
METHOD OF PAYMENT
D Check or Money Order Enclosed
D VISA
D MasterCard #

PRICE EACH

SHIPPING
C.O.D. w/U.P.S.
add $2.75
TOTAL

Exp.

i_ ;
TOTAL PRICE

The Magazine of \\estern History

Back Issue Offer
$35 for 15 magazines (Use #9462 to order entire set)
$3 each (use order numbers in parentheses below)
Summer 1981 (9423T)
"Granville Stuart of the OHS
Ranch, 1879-1887," William S.
Reese, "Scenes in the Indian
Country": Alexander Gardner's
Stereographic Views of the 1868
Fort Laramie Treaty Councils,"
Raymond J. DeMallie
Autumn 1981 (9424T)
"Solving Custer Photo Puzzles,"
Neil Mangum, "Reservation SelfSufficiency: Stock Raising Versus
Farming on the Northern
Cheyenne Indian Reservation,
1900-1914," Orlan J. Svingen
Autumn 1982 (9428T)
"After the Gold Rush: Chinese
Mining in the Far West, 18501890," Randall E. Rohe, "A
Surgeon at the Little Big Horn:
T...etters of Dr. Holmes 0.
aulding," ed. Thomas R.
Buecker

Spring 1984 (9434T)
"The Struggle for the Piegan
Trade: The Saskatchewan Versus
the Missouri," David Smyth,
"Ernest Thompson Seton in
Yellowstone Country," H. Allen
Anderson
Autumn 1984 (9436T)
"Letters from the Lone Cowboy: A
Sampling of Will James's Letters
to Maxwell Perkins," William
Gardner Bell, "'We Are Going to
Have a Big Sioux War': Colonel
David S. Stanley's Yellowstone
Expedition, 1872," Francis B.
Robertson
Autumn 1985 (9440T)
Special Issue on The Yellowstone
River
Winter 1986 (9441T)
"Montana Women's Clubs at the
Turn of the Century," Stephanie
Ambrose Tubbs, "New to the
Country," William Kittredge

Spring 1986 (9442T)
"Handball's Sagebrush Champs:
The Growth of Handball in
Montana," Marcia Melton, "The
Livery Stable in the American
West," Clark C. Spence

Spring 1987 (9446T)
"Testimony," David Long, "The
Perils of Working in the Butte
Underground: Industrial Fatalities in the Copper Mines, 18801920," Brian Shavers

Summer 1986 (9443T)
"Robert Meldrum and the Crow
Peltry Trade," Keith Algier, "The
Story of Mrs. Picotte-Galpin, a
Sioux Heroine," John S. Gray

Spring 1988 (9450T)
"'There is Something Wrong
Down Here': Smith Mine
Disaster, Bearcreek, Montana,
1943," Paul Anderson, "Rivals for
California: The Great Northern
and the Southern Pacific, 19051931," Don L. Hofsommer

Autumn 1986 (9444T)
"Promise in the West: The Letters
of Isaac Schultz, 1884-1887," ed.
H. Duane Hampton, "Rise and
Fall of Socialism in a Company
Town: Anaconda, Montana, 19021905," Jerry Calvert
Winter 1987 (9445T)
"The Shared Memory of
Montana's Pioneers," Clyde A.
Milner II, "W. A. Clark and the
Las Vegas Connection: The 'Midas
of the West' and the Development
of Southern Nevada," James W.
Hulse

Winter 1989 (9453T)
"U. S. Army Surgeons and the Big
Horn-Yellowstone Expedition of
1876," Mary C. Gillett, Centennial Biographies on Mary Ronan,
Simon Pepin, and Dan Whetstone
Summer 1989 (9455T)
"Missing in Glacier: The Disappearance of the Whitehead
Brothers in 1924," Jerome S.
DeSanto, "Tracking C. M. Russell
in Canada, 1888-1889," Hugh A.
Dempsey

~~~s~:~~M~~~~e~~~n~~!w~~~ ~S~~ e~o~~~:rbnt ~t~

Four
topics in the history of the six western states that celebrated their hundreth anniversaries in 1989and 1990.Aremarkableaddition to the nation, theadmissionofWashington,
Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming was exceptional because of
their location on the northern tier and their shared heritage.
Set of 4 (9461) ........ $12.00
Deluxe file box to store
your set (9599) ........ $6.00

Fall
Fall
Fall
Fall

1987: Politics (9448) .............
1988: Economics (9452) ..........
1989: Society & Culture (9456) ....
1990: Art & Architecture (9460) ....

~S,<f
//; 4 ,<f~
"t:' 4 z:>
0%

$5.00
$5.00
$5.00
$5.00

"T" Shirts & Polo Shirts
Montana The Magazine ofWestern History shirts available in 100%
combed cotton.
Available in adult sizes: small, medium, large, x-large
(8573) Polo shirt (white, powder blue, burgandy) $28.95
(8572) T-Shirt (white, blue, mint, watermelon, black, jade, teal) $11.95
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LOOK FORWARD TO THE PAST WITH
The Magazine of \\€stern History
Subscribe to the most widely-read magazine in
the nation devoted to the best in western history.
Since 1951 history lovers have welcomed Montana
The Magazine of Western History into their homes.
Through its well-documented articles, you explore
the West's rich past and gain fresh insights into wellknown events. In the period photographs, engravings, and historic art that illustrate each article, you
meet the people who created our heritage. As part of
your subscription, you become a member of the
Montana Historical Society (MHS) and receive its
quarterly newsletter, the Montana Post.
Subscriptions and memberships make great gifts,
too. If you would like to give a gift of Montana, please
send the recipient's name, address, how you would
like the gift card signed along with your payment.

Yes, I wish to subscribe to Montana The Magazine of Western History (includes regular membership in MHS).
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

D 1 year (4 issues) $18 ($20 after Jan. 1, 1991)
D 2 years (8 issues) $34 ($36 after Jan. 1, 1991)
Please add $5 per year for foreign orders.

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D payment enclosed
Make checks payable to Montana Historical Society
D bill me
D Visa or D Mastercard
card no. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ exp. _ _ _ __

Is this a D new subscription or D renewal?
Mail to:
Montana Historical Society
225 N. Roberts St.
Helena, Montana 59620
(406) 444-2890

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State--Zip _ _ _ __

Montana Historical Society
225 N. Roberts St.
Helena, Montana 59620

NON-PROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Permit No. 461
Bozeman, MT 59715
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Montana makes a great Christmas gift.
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The Seattle Times I Seat le Post-In elligen

on that land."
The independent Mariah,
who always "seemed to be the
only author of herself," wheedles Jick into joining their
four-month journey, and although he professes to loath
his former son-in-law, the trio
is soon plying the interstates
and back roads in search of
stories and photos that burrow beneath the skin of centennial hoopla. Complementary as journalists in a way
they never were as spouses,
Mariah and Riley are soon
producing compelling features, angering Montana
chauvinists and, to Jick's consternation, warming up to
each other again.

DONN FRY
Times book editor

ime is a commodity in
Ivan Doig's Montana,
almost as tangible as a
flock of sheep or a
fresh-cut crop of hay.
Through his novels "English Creek" and "Dancing at
the Rascal Fair," and now
"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana" (Atheneum, $18.95), the
final volume in his trilogy
about the state's Two Medicine country, time loops
gracefully, almost casually.
Yet it also has the steady,
inexorable flow of history, as
Doig peels away layer after
layer of the lives that pass
through Montana from the
late 19th century through the
state's centennial celebrations
last year.
Memory is the force that
energizes this commodity,
time: " 'Memories are stories
our lives tell us,' " Jick
McCaskill declares near the
end of the new novel, after he
has taken a long look at his
own 65 years. His final speech
in the wintry dawn of Montana's lOOth birthday, at a
stirring flag-raising ceremony
with family and friends in the
town of Gros Ventre, provides
a moving and eloquent coda to
a remarkable trio of novels.
Like "English Creek,"
"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana" is filtered through Jick's cantankerous
personality. But while his memories in the
earlier novel were corralled into the wideeyed, golly-gee world view of a naive 14year-old, "Ride With Me" gives full rein to
an adult sensibility that manages to be '"'"u1
curmudgeonly and humane, that is guided
by the wisdom and self-deprecating humor
that come only with age.

T

This is no mere Montana
travelogue, and unlike "English Creek," whose lively
prose was saddled with a
glacial narrative pace, "Ride
With Me" accelerates to a
comfortable rhythm and
seems to move along on cruise
control. With Jick at the
wheel, the "Bago" transports
them from a buffalo pres~rve
to the mine-cratered devastation of Butte, from the ghost
of Shelby's boxing-match
fame to the ghosts of Jick's
own ancestors - the "Dancing at the Rascal Fair" generation - at the historical society
in Helena.
They steer through Montana's romanticized past and
the rocky economics of its
present, always guided by
Jick's crusty humor and
Doig's deft touch with the
landscape: "We might as well
have been a carload of Swiss
trying to sightsee Mongolia,"
says Jick, when they reach
southeastern Montana, a
bleak nowhere-land new to
them all. "Grassland with
sage low and thin on it ran to all the
horizons ... a surprising number of attempts
had been made to scratch some farming into
this barebone plain, but what grew here
mostly was distance.''

MONTANA
AND
MEMORY

Finale o Doig's trilogy takes us
back to Two Medicine country

Doig has seen to it that memory and
history ride together, 1989-style, in this new
novel. It takes the form of a picaresque
ramble around Montana after Jick reluctantly agrees to use his Winnebago RV to ferry
his older daughter and her former husband
- Mariah is a photographer and Riley a
columnist for the same Missoula news a er

Ivan Doig
has seen to
it that
memory and
history ride
together.
he is emotionally. His sheep ranch
Noon Creek, l nd
the shaciow

But this is a journey through memory as
much as landscape, and Doig pulls off a
daring but gloriously successful gamble.
Midway through, the trio grows to four with
the addition of a woman from Jick's past
who is as unexpected as she is welcome. She
puts time in perspective for him, however,
allowing Jick to finally admit that "a person
tends to think that the past has happened
only to himself."
Much earlier C!~ Mariah explains her
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•"RIDE WITH
Contemporary
ME, MARIAH
Montana, rich in
MONTANA"
scenery but trou•By Ivan Doig
bled by economic
•Atheneum
woes and racism, is
the setting for high- .•$18.95
ly praised new nov•"THE INDIAN
els by award-winLAWYER"
ning authors who
•By James
visited the Twin
Welch
- Cities recently.
•Norton
In "The Indian
•$19.95
Lawyer," American
Indian author James Welch explores the
· · ways a reservation-born lawyer responds
to living as a success in the white world
and the loyalty that draws him back to the
tribe.
Ivan Doig gives his readers a state that
is losing its heritage through urbanization
1
in his novel, "Ride With Me, Mariah Montana."
"I miss the wonderful landscape of
Montana, the arc of the big sky. But I
don't miss the economic climate," says
51-year-old Doig, who lives in Seattle.
"The entire Rockies are the poorest region in the Uuited States today." .
In "Ride With Me, Mariah Montana,"
the last of a trilogy, 65-year-old Jick
McCaskill reluctantly agrees to drive his
daughter Mariah (a photographer) and
her former husband (a columnist) around
Montana in a recreational vehicle as the
journalists cover the state's centennial for
a newspaper. From the "radical" college
town of Missoula to the capital of Helena,
across the Chief Joseph battlefield and
over to Ekalaka on the eastern border, the
unlikely threesome explores the state,
meeting an assortment of humans and one
mighty mean buffalo. Underlying the often-funny story is Jick's realization that
his family ranch probably will be sold to
non-ranchers.
"Jick sees a Montana that is losing a lot
of its old underpinnings on the land. He
says we have to figure out how to turn
loss into change," says Doig, a native
Montanan who started working on
ranches as a teen-ager.
"Some of this loss is due to severe
weather and some to changes in the economy. Jick sees the kind of standardization
and 'chain malling' that has been coursing
through America. Certainly, a lot of the
old way of life is going, especially life on
the really small spreads on which a couple or a small family ran about 100 bead
of cattle. Those are boutique ranches now
and they have to have inherited money behind them."

In "Ride With
Me, Mariah
Montana,"
Ivan Doig examines the
fading life
and values of
old Montana
and engages
in a little
myth bashing
along the
way.

Yet Doig, who is praised for the beauty
of his language, says he tried "not to have
mooney nostalgia creep in" because not
everything is worse than it used to be.
One myth he does lay to rest, via a hilarious mock cattle drive, is the widespread myth of Montana as historically
populated by " Lonesome Dove"-style
cowboys driving cattle north.
"I've always tried to write as though
(Western history) is a great deal more
complicated than slapping a hat on your
head and strapping on a gun," be says.
"More cattle came to Montana in boxcars
on Jim Hill's railroad than from Texas."
Now that his trilogy is complete, Doig
wants to write about bis parents' move
from Arizona back to Montana after
World War II.
"I found a little cache of letters my
mother wrote to my uncle during the last
six months of World War II," he says. "My

mother was German, born in Wisconsin;
but her family moved to Montana when
she was a baby. Why did she and my father leave Arizona, where they didn't
have diddly, and return to Montana where
they had even less? Part of the book will
be trying to figure out what was the pull
back to Montana."
James Welch, who's Blackfeet and Gros
Ventre, has different memories of growing up in Montana. Goihg to the movies in
Browning, for instance, with other American Indian kids.
"We'd cheer the cavalry when it came
around the mesa. At that time, even Indian people felt almost compelled to root
against themselves," he recalls.
In "The Indian Lawyer," the 49-yearold Welch gives his readers a protagonist
named Sylvester Yellow Calf, who has
left the Blackfeet reservation to become
an all-star basketball player and outstanding law school graduate. He's assimilated into white American life until, as a
member of the state parole board, he denies release to a criminal. When Yellow
Calf is the focus of a blackmail scheme
planned from jail, and becomes emotionally entangled with the prisoner's wife, he
finds he must confront his native legacy.
Welch, who lives in Missoula, served on
the Montana parole board for 10 years
and learned hard lessons about why
American Indians, who make up about 12
percent of the state's population, are 22
percent of the prison population.
"Indians often can't afford counsel, and
they're easier to railroad into cutting a
plea bargain that will put them in prison,"
he says.
Like Yellow Calf and many other
American Indians his age, Welch is the
first generation in his family to go to college. He graduated from the University of
Montana, where his teacher and mentor
was poet Richard Hugo, and he's written
three previous novels, including "Fools
Crow," which won the Los Angeles Times
Book Prize for fiction and an American
Book award.
"That book got national attention because it was the first purely historical
novel written by an Indian person," Welch
says. "Its success was due to the fact that
it told the story from the point of view of
the Indian people and makes white people
the invaders."
Although Welch is pleased that the
dominant culture is finding values in the '
traditional American Indian belief sys- .
tern, he agrees with other American Indian authors such as Gerald Vizenor and
Thomas King that American Indians are
periodically re-romanticized.
"In the early '70s, there was a great

In "The lndian Lawyer,"
James Welch
explores the
balancing
act between
living as a
success in
the white
world and the
demands of
loyalty to
one 's tribe.

deal of interest in Indian culture, but in
the early to mid-'80s that fell away. I
think people got tired of hearing about Indians and their problems," he says.
"People are coming back to an appreciation of the native belief system. But
most people don't think of the reality of
the Indian experience, except in broad
terms of alcohol and drugs as being a
problem. That's why it's important we
have Indians writing drama, literature
and poetry. By doing that, you open the
way to younger writers who can learn to
adopt this European way of writing to tell
the story of Indian people as truly as they
possible can, to show we can break out of
stereotypes. All Indians are individuals,
not these exotic creatures on reservations
that government takes care of as though
they were on a game preserve. We're
more interested all the time in controlling
our destiny."
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Big-Sky Country Ride
By Jon Remmerde

OHN ANGUS McCASKILL
(Jick), his daughter, Mariah
(Mariah Montana) and her
ex-husband, Riley Wright,
explore Montana in Jick's Winnebago, looking for stories to illustrate Montana's centennial,
1989, for The Missoula Montanian newspaper. Riley writes
the stories. Camera-toting Mariah
shoots them. Jick is chaufleur,
chaperone, and narrator of the
book, the third in a trilogy.
Jick is a Montana rancher trying to integrate his wife's recent
death into the rest of his life. He
is almost 65, and his past presents
itself Lo him again and again, and
he fights it. He hasn't come to
terms with the people and events
that led to his brother's death in
World War II. Jick was wounded
and immediately out of the war,
and he hasn't understood how
that experience fits into the totality of his life.
lt is time to understand any
pattern that knits together his
life, because it's time to make
decisions. Should he sell the
ranch to the modern, full-speedahead enterprise that accumulates ranches and exploits their financial capability to bare,
blowing-in-the-wind soil? He
hates what they're doing, but they
are ofTering him a lot of money.
I le doesn't want lo run the ranch
anymore, and neither does any
family member to whom he
might give it.
We see parts of Montana in images so well crafted that we might
be looking at Mariah's photos, the
countryside, the people, towns,
mines, places, the very air of it,
with some 1989 smog in the big
sky.
Montana's assessment - how
were the state's first I 00 years,
where is there to go in the next
I 00 years? - backdrops J icks story
the way the Montana scenery
backdrops the highways they
travel and the places they stop.
We travel with the Winnebagoers Lo the edge of the Bearpaw
Mountains, along Snake Creek,
where, in 1877, the United Stales
Army ended the attempt of the
Nez Perce Indians to escape into
Canada. In this story about the
Chief Joseph battleground, Riley
describes a rifle pit dug by one of
the Nez Perce as "a pock in the
earth." He goes on, "Combat pits
nowadays are greatly deeper in
the prairie south of the
Bearpaws .... Missile silos, we let
the Department of Defense ... call
these ... as if what they store is
lifegiving. .. . Enough gopherholed megatonnage to incinerate
people by the million .... "
When Jick and the Baloney
Express Riders talk to the young
man in need at a highway rest

J

area, Jick thinks, "I now was furious. When I was not much
younger than him, other pickups
were on the road, passing
through the Two Medicine Country from the droughted-out farms
of the High Line with the bitter
farewell GOODBYE OLD DRY
painted across the boxboards ....
Two rages balanced in me; that
here 50 years later there was still
no goodbye to that grief of being
driven from the land, .... "
After one of two heart-stopping encounters between grizzly
bears and humans, Riley writes,
" ... two tribes in what is no longer
enough space for two." Jick wonders, "But I could not get over
wondering how contagious the
past is."
Ivan Doig doesn't push these
themes too hard. They are just
there, as they are in the modern

RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTANA
By Ivan Doig
New York: Alheneurn
324

pp.,

$18.95

world, background Lo a story of
people who lead essentially joyfullives and come to acceptable
terms with themselves, each
other, their past, the environment.
This is a very readable book.
The only problem is the same
problem 1bnsil Vapor encounters
when he tries to interview Good
Help Hebner for a centennial
story for television. It's an interesting story the man has to tell,
but his language is such that you
can't put it on the airwaves.
Many Montanians do talk the
way Doig quotes them, so it may
be legitimate characterization,
but I haven't been comfortable
with saying yes when my daughters ask if they Glll read tht.: hook.
I think l'll decide they know
people talk like that; they've seen
and heard the words; it's a good
and pertinent enough story, so
start ii and see how it goes.

•Jon Remmerde is a freelance writer
who lives near Bailey, Colo.
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hawing out from the preholiday doldrums - and
blizzard - Seattle's literary calendar warms up
again next

f~~ ~~~rn-

cluding a
book signing by local author
Charles
daipaul
Johnson,
111
·
who recently won the National Book
Award for his novel, "Middle
Passage." He will autograph
copies on Saturday.
Two other big programs
come courtesy of Seattle Arts &
Lectures: Arny Tan, whose first
novel was "The Joy Luck Club,"
will discuss her development as
a writer on Jan. 9, and the great
qovelist and essayist V.S. Naipaul will discuss his new book
about India on Jan. 29. Most
ticlcets are gone for both events,
but some may be available at
the door.
Here's a selected list of Janu·ary's book-and-author events:

Ivan Doig
"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana"

Charles Johnson
"Middle Passage"

Joyce Carol Oates
"Because It Is Bitter ... ''

Timothy Egan
"The Good Rain"

Books t at mark 199

l 'Jan. 2: Translator David Jenkins
.:.f-eads from his book of 12thcentury Japanese poetry, "The
~, Dance of the Dust on the
;.--flatters," 7:30 p.m., Elliott Bay
q..,,Books ($3.50).
llJan. 2: Society of Children's
• Book Writers: Ted and Gloria
Rand, 6:30 p.m., Demaray Hall,
v_ 'Seattle Pacific University (8229710).
SJan. 3: National Writers Club:
~ attorney Peter Camp discuss
... legal-literary issues, 7:30, University Christian Church, 4731 15th
1 Ave. N.E. ($3 for nonmembers;
783-3401).
a...tan. 5: Seattle writer Charles
· ·Johnson autographs his National
li,.J ~1Book Award-winning novel, "Mid._ ·die Passage," 12:30 p.m., Bren.., tano's, Westlake Center.
•~an. 6, 13, 20, 27: Red Sky
Poetry Theatre: Jan. 6, open
mike; Jan. 13, storyteller Robert
~ Gorden; Jan. 20, open mike; Jan.
"" 27, Paul Hunter; all at 7 p.m ..
'Ditto, 2303 Fifth Ave.
•Jan. 8: Eastside Writers: Steve
Johannesen discusses freelanc- Ing, 7:30 p.m., Kirkland Congre~ ~ational Church, 106 Fifth Ave.,
·Kirkland (free; 746-9084)
•Jan. 8, 15, 17, 22, 28: Linda
Carlson discusses her book,
"How to Find a Good Job in
eattle" at Seattle and King
County library branches: Jan. 8,
7:30 p.m., Fairwood/Renton; Jan.
1'5, 7:30 p.m., Kent; Jan. 17,
l]oon, Downtown; Jan. 22, 7 p.m.,
kfniversity; Jan. 28, 7:30 p.m.,
Columbia (all free).

John Updike
"Rabbit at Rest"

SEATTLE AUTHORS RANK
AMONG THE MEMORABLE
Seattle
seemed to
reign as the
nation's
most livable
city
throughout
1990,as
suivey after
suivey list·
edit at or
near the top DONN FRY
of choice
Times book editor
places to
live. If there
is any truth
to that - and I believe there is - then it is
partly due to the fact that we are a city of
dedicated readers and talented writers.
The readership aspect is well-known:
Our high ranking in terms of book sales,
number of bookstores and library usage
has been reported often and repeated
endlessly, sometimes inaccurately. A few
months ago in these pages, I made the case
that Seattle ranks as the fifth best book city
in the nation, based on statistics from the
Department of Commerce.
But what shouldn't be overlooked is that
1990 amply demonstrated that Seattle also
is home to a number of our nation's best
authors.

Detail from dust jacket

"Age of Iron" by J.M. Coetzee is an exploration of apartheid as seen through the eyes
of an elderly white woman.
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Many fine books from 1990 bear a
second look. Instead of a traditional "best

Malan's pop-culture references have a
through-the-looking-glass quality, as he
conjures Baby Boom nostalgia (Motown
tunes, psychedelia) and places it in a
startling political context.
•Novels by South Africa's two finest
writers put a compelling fictional spin on
many of the issues touched on by Rian
Malan in "My Traitor's Heart." "Age of
Iron" (Random House) is J.M. Coetzee·s
exploration of a national cancer -- a pa rtheid - as seen through the eyes of an
elderly white woman who herself is dying
of cancer. "Language and its role in politics
have long fascinated Coetzee," said Times
reviewer Sandra Chait, "and in 'Age of
Iron' language itself almost becomes a
character; the words swirl with such sure
rhythmic energy that the novel seems like a
dance, a symphony, a poem." In "My
Son's Story" (Farrar, Straus & Giroux),
Nadine Gordimer sees the nation's contradictions through the eyes of a 13-year-old
"colored" boy - a child of mixed race whose political-activist father has an affair
with a white woman who works for a
human-rights organization. Said reviewer
Michael Upchurch: "(Gordimer) creates
divided personalities that live on the page,
and in the process, she tellingly evokes a
country 'where conflict breaks up all
consistency of character.' "
• "Rabbit at Rest" (Knopt) brou
J §.Tu
a close John Updike's four-novel series tta l 7· ;J
began with "Rabbit, Run" in 1960 and
~
which provides our best literary portrait of
late 20th-century America. Harry "Rabbit''
Angstrom, contemplating his own mortality
in his Florida condo, is "an inexcusable
jerk," wrote Richard Wakefield in his
review in The Times, "yet these four novels
link seamlessly, unforgettably."
• "Van Gogh: His Life and His Art"
(Crown), by David Sweetman, was a British
<:lri h1c.'tnn".ln'c fln.o h;nl"l'r".lnhu nf tho <l'ri::>':l t

e 1mes, ye
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1990 amply demonstrated that Seattle also
is home to a number of our nation's best
authors.
That thou~ht sank in forcefully when I
was considenng how to sum up the past
year in books. I realized that three of the
best books I read
were written by
Seattle authors - and
they were good by
any critical yardstick,
not just the standard
of hometown chauvinism.
Consider this trio:
"Middle Passage," by
"Middle Passage" Charles Johnson;
Fiction award
"!he Good Rain," by
Timothy Egan; and
"Ride With Me, Mariah Montana," by Ivan
Doig.
Just last month, Johnson's novel won
the National Book Award, a prize that
ranks with the Pulitzer as the nation's top
literary award - and "Middle Passage"
surely will be a contender for the Pulitzer,
too, when it is announced in the spring.
Egan's lyrical work of nonfiction, subtitled "Across Time and Terrain in the
Pacific Northwest," is just about the best
portrait I can imagine of our comer of the
country, while Doig's novel was a bighearted finale to a trilogy that beautifully
captured a century of life in Montana.
But 1990 also saw a number of other
milestones: At the beginning of the year,
"Vineland" marked the reappearance of
Thomas Pynchon's byline on a novel after
17 years, since the monumental "Gravity's
Rainbow" was published; "Vineland" disappointed most critics. And much later in
the year, John Updike's "Rabbit at Rest"
brought to a close one of the longestrunning lives in American literature.
There was no story this year that rivaled
the controversy sparked last year when the
Ayatollah Khomeini leveled a death sentence on writer Salman Rushdie for allegedly defaming Islam in his novel, "The
Satanic Verses." That tragedy continued to
fester in 1990: although the Ayatollah died
shortly after issuing the decree, his minions
have said the sentence remains in effect,
and Rushdie still has 'round-the-clock protection in England.
But he is trying to reconstruct his life.
Rushdie was interviewed recently on "60
Minutes" and later showed up unannounced at three London bookstores to
autograph copies of his new novel, "Haroun and the Sea of Stories." With Muslim
officials, Rushdie reportedly has begun a
dialogue aimed at resolving the dispute,
and just last week he announced he would
not authorize a paperback edition of "The
Satanic Verses" - adding that his views
don't coincide with those of his characters.
There were two controversies this
year that raised hackles largely within the
New York-based publishing industry, but
both issues have significance for the reading public as well.
In February, the forced resignation of
Andre Schiffrin after 28 years as managing
director of venerable Pantheon Books triggered mass resignations and protests in the
streets by editors and writers. Since its
founding in 1942, Pantheon had built an
enviable reputation publishing works of
history, social criticism and international
literature with authors such as Jean-Paul
Sartre, Willy Brandt, Albert Camus and
Anita Brookner.
Schiffrin fell victim to new cost-contain-
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oon, Dov:intown; Jan.
p.m.,
niversity; Jan. 28, 7:30 p.m.,
olumbia (all free).
an. 9: Seattle mystery writer
.K. Beck reads from work in
progress, 7 p.m., Seattle Mystery
ookshop, 117 Cherry St. (363-

~541).

•

an. 9: Seattle Arts & Lectures:

ovelist Amy Tan, author of "The
oy Luck Club," speaks about
Finding a Voice," 7:30 p.m.,
irst United Methodist Church,
ifth Ave. and Marion St. ($12.50,
15; 623-8655).
• an. 14: Seattle mountaineer/w.tter Greg Child reads and shows
Slides from his book, "Thin Air:
Encounters in the Himalayas,"
:30 p.m., Elliott Bay Books
(free).
• .)an 15: Newspaper humorist
E>ave Barry, 8 p.m., Shoreline
ommunity College gymnasium,
6101 Greenwood Ave. N. ($8;
S46-4606).
•Jan. 15: Psychologist/author
obert Moore reads from "King,
arrior, Magician, Lover: Redisovering the Archetypes of the
Mature Masculine," 7:30, Elliott
ay Books (free).
• an. 16: Novelist Michael Cunfiingham reads from "At Home at
e End of the World," 5 p.m.,
and social historian Christopher
Lasch discusses his new book,
~'The True and Only Heaven:
rogress and Its Critics," 7:30
J:>.m., both at Elliott Bay Books
O:>oth free).
• an. 17: Walter Kirn reads from
is story collection, "My Hard
8argain," 7:30 p.m., Elliott Bay
ooks (free).
• ..an. 22: Novelist Barbara Quick
eads from "Northern Edge,"
7:30 p.m., Elliott Bay Books
(free).
•~an. 23: Seattle's Martha Avery
iscusses her translation of "Get'ng Used to Dying," by Chinese
ovelist Zhang Xianliang, 7:30
p.m., Elliott Bay Books (free).
• an. 24: Bellingham writer Laura
alpakian reads from "The Dark
Continent and Other Stories,"
7:30, Elliott Bay Books (free).
• an. 25: Photographer Adam
ufeld shows slides and diseusses his book, "El Salvador,"
:30 p.m., Elliott Bay Books ($5).
• an. 25: Poets Paula Jonesardiner and Gloria Yamato read,
i':30, North Seattle Community
allege dining room ($3; preregistration, 527-3705).
•~an. 26: Poets Gary Curtis, Ken
'>mith and David Shaddock read,
:30 p.m., Elliott Bay Books ($4).
•Jan. 28: J. California Cooper
eads from her first novel, "Family," 7:30 p.m., Elliott Bay Books
free).

•:.tan. 29: Seattle Arts &

Lectures:
!Novelist/essayist V.S. Naipaul
iscusses his new book, "India:
Million Mutinies Now," 7:30
;e.m., First United Methodist
Church, 811 Fifth Ave. ($1 O; 623·

655).

• f,Jan. 30: Port Townsend poet and
iction writer Bill Ransom reads
1fom his novel, "Jaguar," 7:30,
Elliott Bay Books (free).

Uan. 31: Natalie Kusz reads from
er Alaska memoir, "Road
'Song," 7:30, Elliott Bay Books
(free).

Jan. 31: W.R. "Bill" Wilkins reads
from "The Gandy Dancer's Son,"
7:30 p.m., Open Books, 1716 N.
45th St. (free).

+

ment policies by F:mtheon's parent Random House, and n ..any authors and readers
interpreted the action - correctly, it seems
- as emblematic of the ascendancy of
accountants over book people within the
major publishing houses.
The other issue arose late in the year,
and promises to become even more divisive
in 1991. That is the on-again, off-again, onagain publication of Bret Easton Ellis'
novel, "American Psycho." Ellis, you may
recall, is the young writer who achieved
notoriety, if not literary respect, a few years
ago with "Less Than Zero," a slight novel
about disaffected, coke-snorting rich kids
that was published while Ellis was still in
college.
By all reports, he hasn't improved with
age. His new novel, "American Psycho,"
recounts in vomitous detail the deaths and
dismemberments of various women at the
hands of a conspicuously consuming yuppie. Originally scheduled for publication by
Simon & Schuster, it was dropped mere
days before printing after the firm's chairman and his boss, the chairman of parent
firm Paramount Communications, learned
of the book through excerpts in Spy and
Time magazines.
Never one to back away from controversy (or, it appears, marketing potential),
Vintage Books jumped into the breach,
bought Simon & Schuster's discard, and
plans to release it as a paperback original.
It is being "edited" now, whether rewritten
or gutted is unclear.
The controversy is interesting because
the various partisans frequently speak with
one voice on artistic matters: Many feminists are outraged at what they see as EUis'
grisly misogyny and the publishing industry's willingness to indulge it, while the
Authors Guild and others are charging
Simon & Schuster with censorship for
dumping the book in the first place.

Many fine books from 1990 bear a
second look. Instead of a traditional "best
books" or "Top 10," I've compiled a list of
15 memorable books from the past year books which either I or reviewers for The
Seattle Times found to possess uncommon
merit.
• "Middle Passage" (Atheneum) won
the National Book Award for fiction for
'
Seattle writer Charles Johnson, who is a
longtime professor of creative writing at
the University of Washington. Johnson's
brief but idea-packed novel follows freed
slave Rutherford Calhoun, who stows away
aboard a slave clipper bound for Africa, to
pick up a cargo of "black gold."
• "The GOod Rain" (Knopt), by
Seattle journalist Timothy Egan, inspects
our area with a lens provided by the 1853
journal of intrepid traveler Theodore Winthrop. Egan, who is Northwest correspondent for The New York Times, has a
smooth and seductive prose style, and he
does a matvelous job of playing off our
vibrant, unspoiled past against the troubling environmental issues that haunt our
region today.
• "Ride With Me, Mariah Montana"
(Atheneum), by Ivan Doig, brings to a close
the trilogy that began with "English Creek"
and continued with "Dancing at the Rascal
Fair." Through the wonderful voice of
cantankerous Jick McCaskill - introduced
as a youth in "English Creek," but now
widowed in his 60s - Doig gives us a
rollicking, Winnebago's-eye view of some
memorable characters in contemporary
Montana as the state faces new challenges
in its second hundred years.
• "My Traitor's Keart" (Atlantic
Monthly Press), by Rian Malan, is an
impressive memoir by a young South
African journalist who has a sharp eye for
the incongruities of growing up white and
liberal in a society riven bv apartheid.

BESTSELLERS OF 1990

Hardback nonfiction

Hardblck fiction
1. "The Plains of Passage,"

1. "Oh, The Places You'll Go!"
Dr. Seuss
2. "The Good Rain," Timothy Egan
3. "Homecoming, "
John Bradshaw
4. "Iron John," Robert Bly
5. "Dave Barry Turns 40,"
Dave Barry
6. "Perfect Health," Deepak
Chopra
7. "You Just Don't Understand," Deborah Tannen
8. "The Civil War," Geoffrey
c. Ward with Ric Burns
and Ken Burns
9. "The Frugal Gourmet On
Our Immigrant Heritage," Jeff Smith
10. "Men At Work," George
F.Will
11. "Wealth Without Risk,"
Charles J. Givens
12. "By Way of Deception,"
Victor Ostrovsky
13. "Megatrends 2000."
John Naisbitt and Patricia Aburdene
14. "Get to the Heart,"
Barbara Mandrell
15. "The Way Things
Work " David Ma-

caulay

·

Jean M. Auel

2. "Skinny Legs And All," Tom
Robbins

3. "Crow and Weasel," Barry
Lopez

4. "Ride With Me, Mariah
Montana," Ivan Doig

s. "The Burden of Proof," Scott
Tu row
&. "The Stand," Stephen King
7. "Four Past Midnight,"
Stephen King
8. "Coyote Waits," Tony
Hillerman
9. "The Witching Hour," Anne
Rice
10. "September," Rosamunde
Pilcher
11. "Jurassic Park," Michael
Crichton
12. "Message From Nam,"
Danielle Steel
13. "Longshot," Dick Francis
14. "The Ruby Knight," David
Eddings
15. "Memories of Midnight,"
Sydney Sheldon

• These were the top-selling hardback books, fiction and
nonfiction, in the Pacific Northwest during 1990, as reported by
Pacific Pipeline Inc., a regional book distributor based in Kent.

ese our novel

link seamlessly, unforgettably."
• "Van Gogh: His Life and His Art"

(Crown), by David Sweetman, was a Britis
art historian's fine biography of the great
Dutch painter, published on the lOOth
anniversary of the troubled artist's suicide.
Sweetman, said Times reviewer Joseph F.
Keppler, "clarifies van Gogh's life and
times with expert devotion and lets the
paintings speak for themselves."
• "London Fields" (Harmony), bv.
Martin Amis, is a phantasmagoric m
mystery that involves a sexy psychic, ~ JW
life thief and a hapless yuppie. Times
reviewer Adam Woog found it "sprawling,
brilliant and rambunctious"; he said Amis
"throws off more provocative ideas and
images in a single paragraph than most
writers get into complete novels."
• "Because It Is Bitter, and Be·
cause It Is My Heart" (Dutton) is one of
Joyce Carol Oates' finest novels, "as fearless a fictional treatment of American
racism as any from a well-known white
author in recent years," said Times reviewer Michael Upchurch. The novel, which wa~
a National Book Award contender against
Johnson's "Middle Passage," probes the
strange bond linking a pair of teen-agers a black boy and a white girl - brought
together by an act of murder.
• "Men at Work: The Craft of Base·
ball" (Macmillan) is journalist George F.
Will's love song to the sport that is his
passion as much as politics. Will, said
Times reviewer Jim Byrne, "provides a
lucid explanation of the nuances of the
game, neither too technical for the novice
fan nor too mundane for the folks who
fan~ themselves as experts."
• "The Things They Carried"
(Houghton Mifflin/Seymour Lawrence), by
Tim O'Brien, is yet another look at thr
Vietnam War by the writer who won
National Book Award for "Going After
Cacciato." Times reviewer Terry McDermott said the book, which follows a platoon
through a year of battle, is like the war
itself - "in turns brilliant, moving, odd,
episodic and, at times, apparently pointless."
•"Friend of My Youth" (Knopt), by
Alice Munro, was the best book of short
stories last year, a collection of 10 intricate
tales involving the familiar themes of
marriage, adultery and remarriage but cast
with remarkable new insight. "Not pessimism but a mature realism informs such a vision," said Joyce Carol Oates in a review
in The Times, "and it is one that Munro
continues to fashion into art of a conscientious order."
• "The General In His Labyrinth"
(Kno:pt), the \ates~ novel ~Y Nobel lau!eate
Gabnel Garcia Marquez, is a compellmg
meditation on myth and history based on
the final weeks in the life 9f South ,
American hero Simon Bolivar. "Garcia
Marquez seems to be telling us," said
Times reviewer Anthony L. Geist, "that
history is never fully objective, while what
seems purely personal also has historical
and political dimensions."
• "Darkness Visible: A Memoir of
Madness" (Random House) was not?>,.1
author William Styron's brief but ha
in~ exploration of his own descent in o
smcidal depression - and his eventual
recovery. In an exclusive interview with the
Pulitzer Prize-winning author, Times reviewer Mitsu Akiyama Sundvall said,
"Styron leads us in a descent into his own
personal purgatory; he challenges us to
imagine the unimaginable, to express the
inexpressible, and he does so with remarkable eloquence."
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Ivan Doig
RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTANA
ON THE ROAD WITH IVAN DOIG
When Ivan Doig set out to put a century of the American West into his Montana
trilogy which RIDE WITH ME, MARIAH MONTANA (Atheneum/September 28, 1990/
$18. 95) now completes, the past was almost too cooperative.

As he crisscrossed

the state in ten years of research and writing, the cycle of drought and hard
times that he was exploring in the homesteaders' era of Dancing at the Rascal Fair
and the Depression years of English Creek struck Montana again.

"People I talked

to there in the 1980's echoed what their parents said about the hardships of the
1930's and their grandparents said after the terrible winter of 1919," Doig
reflects.

"The past has its own voice."

The rigors and splendors of travel competed during the writing of RIDE WITH
ME, MARIAH MONTANA as Doig traced out his characters' reportorial "circumnavigation" of Montana's landscape and history during the state's centennial
year.

At the National Bison Range at Moiese, a buffalo herd grazed past his car

so close the swish of their tails could be heard.

At the Chief Joseph Battle-

field, while changing to a heavier coat as night and cold descended, Doig locked
himself out of his rental car "fifteen miles from anywhere -- a bonehead maneuver
I immediately foisted off onto one of my characters."

Montana was being scorched

by record heat in the summer of 1988 as Doig and his photographer wife, Carol,
drove a newly rented motorhome out onto the prairie expanses.

When the

temperature hit 105, the motorhome conked out on a remote road.

"Miraculously,

with maybe a few cusswords thrown in," as Doig puts it, the vehicle was coaxed
back to life, only to suffer system failures of one kind or another in each day's
extreme heat until the ultimate meltdown, the air conditioner.
recourse:
suits.

The Doigs' final

a bedtime visit to a swimming pool and then sleeping in wet bathing

"Clamminess never felt better," says Doig.

The grandson of Montana homesteaders and the son of Montana ranch workers,
Ivan Doig lets his book have the last word on his belovedly difficult home
country:

"You look at the unbeatable way the land latches into the sky atop the

Rocky Mountain Front or on the curve of the planet across the plains, and you end
up calculating that our first hundred years here could have been spent worse."

RIDE WITH ME, MARIAH MONTANA
a novel by I van Doig
Publication Date: September 28, 1990
Price: $18. 95
ISBN: 0-689-12019-2

May 1990

It confirms his reputation, as Winifred Blevins said in the Los Angeles Times, "as

our foremost recorder and interpreter of life in the ... American West."

The novel

is receiving advance praise:
"A paean to Montana and frontiersmanship--but also a casually
artful, and triumphant, end to Doig' s trilogy. "
--Kirkus Reviews
"In this crowning volume of a trilogy, which includes
English Creek and Dancing at the Rascal Fair, Doig again
displays a masterly skill in depicting the American West
which few writers match .... This entertaining ramble adroitly
blends travelogue, family drama, history and newspaper lore. "
--Publishers Weekly
In 1984 English Creek, the first book in the trilogy, was published to wide
acclaim.

"Ivan Doig has a rare, uncanny skill for bringing history to life,"

wrote Carol Van Strum in USA Today, "He achieves a flawless weld of fact and
fiction."

It won the Pacific Northwest Booksellers Award, the Governor's Writers

Day Award and the Western Heritage Award for Best Novel from the National Cowboy Hall of Fame.

Dancing at the Rascal Fair (1987) was also honored with the

Pacific Northwest Booksellers Award for Literary Excellence. Doig's first book,
This House of Sky, published in 1978, was nominated for the National Book Award
in contemporary thought and -received a Christopher Award, the Pacific Northwest
Booksellers Award and the Governor's Writers Day Award.

"The language begins

in western territory and experience but in the hands of an artist it touches all
landscape and all life," Robert Kirsch wrote in the Los Angeles Times.

"Doig is

such an artist."
Doig is also author of Winter Brothers (1980), which won the Pacific Northwest
Booksellers Award and the Governor's Writers Day Award, and was adapted for a
public television documentary.

His first novel The Sea Runners (1982) was hailed

as one of the notable books of the year by The New York Times Book Review.
Ivan Doig lives in Seattle with his wife, Carol.

RIDE WITH ME, MARIAH MONTANA
a novel by I van Doig
Publication Date: September 28, 1990
Price: $18. 95
ISBN:
0-689-12019-2
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Ivan Doig
RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTANA
EXTRAORDINARY PRAISE FOR IVAN DOIG'S PREVIOUS NOVELS
For "Dancing at the Rascal Fair" ( 1987)
"Ivan Doig's magnificent new novel is an answer to the prayer of anyone who has
loved a distant country or experienced the full-hearted enthusiasm of youth ....
Part immigrant saga, part intelligent western, part sweeping romance, Dancing
at the Rascal Fair further establishes its Seattle author in the front ranks of
contemporary American writers .... Doig writes with grace and eloquence .... In
this fine work of fiction, every word, every surprise, every resolution rings
true."
- - Michael Dorris ,
The Seattle Times
"Ivan Doig is a happy mixture of poet and historian. In just nine years he has
produced five truly distinctive books set in Montana and the Pacific Northwest,
three of them novels. All beautifully evoke the American westering experience
and firmly establish Doig as one of our finest Western writers. "
- - Richard Critchfield,
- - - -- _ _ ___ _ _The Washington Post Book World
"Against a masterfully evoked backdrop, Mr. Doig addresses his real subject:
love between friends, between the sexes, between the generations .... Doig's
prose is as tight as new thread and as special as hand-made candy ... Dancing at
the Rascal Fair races with real vigor and wit and passion."
--Lee. K. Abbott
The New York Times Book Review
"I find myself filled with such high praise for this book that instead of
relating paltry bits of it, I want to quote the whole glorious thing .... It is
dazzling to watch Doig depict generous, high-spirited characters."
- - Pamela Gullard,
San Francisco Chronicle
"In his impressive new novel, Dancing at the Rascal Fair, Ivan Doig stakes a
claim to the mantle worn by Wallace Stegner for half a century, the reputation
as our foremost recorder and interpreter of life in the historic high, dry
American West. With This House of Sky, English Creek and especially this book,
he has earned it. ... His greatest strength is exploring the coagulated feelings
of human beings within the family. His characters are not the morality-play
heroes of the genre Western, but real people, tangled in their feelings,
handicapped by their deficiencies, deeply decent, yearning for closeness,
finding it only intermittently. Their melancholy dance of life is rendered
with exquisite nuance."
- -Winifred Blevins ,
Los Angeles Times Book Review
"Ivan Doig's Dancing at the Rascal Fair is one of the rarest treats a reader
may enjoy: a novel to be savored from word to word, page to page - - a
realistic tale of pioneer Scottish ranchers battling for survival in the
northernmost reaches of Montana, told in the lyrical prose and sly idiomatic
wit that was their heritage from remote Gaelic ancestors."
- - Noland Norgaard,
The Denver Post
--more--

"Doig's ability to capture in print the many conflicting emotions, phobias and
dreams of all human beings is so rare that he has to be a very special person
himself .... This is a beautiful piece of work."
--Jeff Guinn,
Fort Worth Star-Telegram
For "English Creek" (1984)
"Doig seems to be one of those enviable writers whose every book is better than
the previous one. The new novel is full of good writing and the sweat and
tears and laughter of hardworking plain people ... [Ivan Doig's writing] is more
virile than [Paul] Horgan and less romantic than [Wallace] Stegner. A truer
comparison might be with Robert Louis Stevenson because of Doig's magical
welding of history with fiction, of adventure with everyday life, of legend
with lore. "
-- Reid Beddow,
The Washington Post Book World
"His prose is at once simple and direct, yet rich and fanciful. ... The voice of
his narrator is so binding that the audience is propelled into the lives of the
characters .... This reader can't wait for the sequels."
- -George Harmon,
The Chicago Sun Times
"Doig combines all of what is best about America in his story: the humor, the
landscape, the ancestry of characters ... The only solace in finishing this wonderful novel is the anticipation of the two more to come."
--The Chicago Tribune
"Two things make this nostalgic western novel especially delightful: old
Jick's idiosyncratic theories about everything from in-laws to General Custer;
and young Jick's reluctance to come of age, coupled with his precocious understanding that that's exactly what he's doing. Readers will delight in Mr.
Doig's evocation of the Montana landscape through language that is tender,
lyrical and forceful. "
--Janice Eidus,
The New York Times Book Review
"English Creek is old fashioned in the best sense of the word: Doig is
concerned with the telling of a story that entertains, and he is also concerned
with the novel's moral and ethical implications .... he deserves to be better
known."
--James Kaufmann,
The Christian Science Monitor
"Ivan Doig has a rare, uncanny skill for bringing history to life .... In English
Creek, his second novel, Doig again achieves a flawless weld of fact and
fiction .... [The characters] stay on long after the book is closed, more colorful and enduring than the history that inspired them. No more can be asked for
the storyteller's art."
--Carol Van Strum,
USA Today
"Despite its setting in the most mythic of all American landscapes, English
Creek is neither nostalgic nor simple: It's too concrete and detailed in its
evocation of the past .... In supple, muscular prose as terse and yet redolent
with meaning as the speech of Montana, Ivan Doig grapples with universal issues
of character and morality. "
--Wendy Smith,
News day
"There is ... a pervasive warmth, a gentleness, an affection for those longdistant Depression years and the toughness, the innocence, and the sense of
community they shaped. "
--The New Yorker

RIDE WITH ME, MARIAH MONTANA
a novel by I van Doig
Publication Date: September 28, 1990
Price: $18. 95
ISBN: 0-689-12019-2
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Ivan Doig
RIDE WITH ME,
MARIAH MONTAlVA
EXTRAORDINARY ADVANCE PRAISE

Spurred by the 1989 centennial of
Montana's statehood, moody widower
Jick McCaskill, turning 65, criss-crosses the state in a Winnebago with his
photographer
daughter,
strongwilled, feisty Mariah, and her ex-husband, Riley, a reporter. In this crowning volume of a trilog:y, which includes
English Creek and Dancing at the Rascal Fair, Doig again displays a masterly skill in depicting the American West
which few writers match. Instead of
patriotic hoopla, the canvas is dotted
with failing ranches, oil pumps clanking away in farmed fields, Montanans
tensely poised between an uncertain
future and a frontier past. Jick, who
narrates this road story with brash humor, faces two emotional crises: Mariah precipitously announces plans to
remarry Riley; and Leona, Riley's
mother, who once had an ill-fated fling
with Jick's dead brother, joins the caravan. This entertaining ramble adroit~s traveloyue. familv drrn
history and newspaper lore.

To conclude his Montana trilogy (see also English Creek [BKL O 15 84]
and Dandng at the Rascal Fair [BKL]l 87 84D, Ivan Doig moves forward
in tlrn~d then looks back. What narrator Jick McCaskill calls "memory
storms," unprovoked assaults from the past, drive the action In this
rumin~tive look at growing up and growing old, western style. A teer.ager
at the tune of the events in English Cr()ek, !¥1cC...Skill Ls 65 in 1989, a recent
widower, and struggling to hold on to his beloved ranch in the face of
massive societal change ("Maybe what I have known how to do all my
life, which is ranching, simply does not register any more") . Reluctantly,
he agrees to accompany his daughter, Mariah, a photographer, and her
ex-husband, Riley, a reporter, as they tour Monwi.a in a Wtnnebago, on
assignment for a newspaper, gathering human-lnterest stories relating to
the state's centennial celebration. Personal history mixes with Montana
history as the trio dodge buffaloes, visit the site of 01lefJoseph's surrender,
and deal with unresolved familiar and marital discord. Do ig comlnues to
excel at creatln a sense of lace and as before, the andeur of the West
is e eaively set against the ineffable sadness o human lives--the mlsconstrued motives, the coming together and the breaking apart, the
private sorrows and the unrealized hooes.

--Booklist

--Publishers Weekly
The conclusion to Doig's Montana trilogy centered on the McCaskill family: Dancing at the Rascal Fair was set in the homesteading era, English Creek during the Depression. Here, a contemporary picaresque ody~ey through Montana's centennial
moves mostly on father-daughter aggravation and expertly done (and well-researched)
landscapes.
lick McCaskill, at 65, has lost his wife Marcella to cancer. His daughter Mariah,
a photographer with "a chance that'll never come again," invites him to travel in a
Winnebago with her and ex-husband Riley , an impulsive, eccentric journalist, as they
explore Montana a la Charles Kuralt. In a sometimes shrill. sometimes nostalgic tone,
J:iclrnarrates the ensuing journey to publication and to love. hck has been grieving,
but in the Winnebago he witnesses daughter and son-in-law seemingly fall in love again as they endlessly argue over destination, story angle, dnd almost everything else.
We get a lot of McCaskill family history, a Blue Highways-like sampling of Montana's
old geezers, grizzlies, mining country, and "true grit"; and, as Mariah looks for the
right pictures and Riley builds a following that is more than regional, J:ick does in
fact move forward again, with the help of a heart-ta-heart with Leona, Riley's mother
and a widow herself. Riley proposes again to Mariah and asks her to accompany him
to California, where a big paper has made him an offer. Mariah wavers but finally
realizes that "you and I love just some of each other." So thin~ go, in a book where
the narrator wisely realizes that "Enumerating is one thing and making it all add up is
another."
A paean to Montana and frontiersmanship-but also a casually artful, and trium~
hant end to Doig's trilogy.
- - Kirkus Reviews

Publication Date:
ISBN:

To e)tplore the meanini of Montana's
century of statehood. 65-year.old Jick
McCaskill. his photoarapher daughter
Mariah, and her new~papcr columnist ex.
husband Riley Wright tour the Treasure
Stace in Jick's Winnebago . While Riley
writes on·the-scene dispatches and Mar·
iah takes photos of the places they visit.
Jick. the narrator. recounts the state · sand his family's-good and bad times . A
!enathy picares9ue with innumerabl~
weU·crafted vi ncttes. this leisure! nov
cou eas1 serve as a cour u1dc of n·
tana s !Storie plac~s. A$ the miles ao by.
IUley and Mariah again faJI in and out of
love, and Jick. a widower. unexpectedly
finds a new mate. The: culminatin& voJ·
ume in the M'CaslsUI trilog:x. which in·
eludes English Cruk. tLJ IOI li84) and
DaftCiffg al rh~ Rascal Fair (0 .K. Hall.
1989). is hishly recommended for its depiction of the past'1 impi£1 go rhc arcwit.
--Llbrary Journal

September 28, 1990 ($18.95)
0-689-12019-2

(starred review)
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Ivan Doig
His novels of the American
West benefit as much from his
painstaking research as they do
from his poetic imagination
BY WENDY SMITH
For just under a decade, in five
books resonant with the echoing
spaces of the American West, I van
Doig has examined the ways in
which history and geography interact to shape individual and national
character, demonstrating our membership in a "community of time"
that links Americans to those who
preceded us in the landscape, as well
as a community of place that knits
us together in a complex weave of
familial and social obligations.
In This House of Sky, his sensitive
memoir of growing up in Montana in
the 1940s and '50s, and in Winter
Brothers, an exploration of the Pacific Northwest coastline through
the diaries of a man who first ventured there in the 1850s, Doig mingled past and present in discontinuous narrative that skipped around
in time yet presented coherent, moving visions of human possibilities
against two very different backdrops. He turned to fiction-but not
away from the past-in The Sea
Runners, which chronicled the escape of four men from a Russian
prison in 19th century Alaska and
their daring canoe journey down the
Pacific coast.
Doig is delving deeper into his
Montana roots in the McCaskill family trilogy on which he has been at
work for the past six years. English
Creek took up the family's story in
the middle with the tale of 15-yearold Jick McCaskill's coming of age in
the summer of 1939. His newest nov-

Wendy Smith writes frequently for
PW.
156

el, Dancing at the Rascal Fair (Fiction Forecasts, July 31), which Atheneum is launching with a 50,000 first
printing, goes back to the beginning:
the arrival of young Scotsman Angus McCaskill in Montana's Two
Medicine Country in 1889, the year
the territory became a state. Doig
expects to complete the third volume-and carry the McCaskills into
the present-in time for the statehood centennial in 1989.
Why has the American past laid
such a hold on this writer's imagination? "I think it helps us to know
what we are and where we are by
knowing where we came from," he
says. "Also, I grew up with people in
Montana who had a great link to the
past. They weren't educated enough
in classroom terms to know factual
history, but they had a lot of lore in
their heads. And it was in the language, too, the sayings that showed
up in my father's and grandmother's talk. Going back to Scotland
three summers ago to research Rascal Fair, I found some of the turns of
phrase originated there."
Doig came to the Seattle area,
where he has lived for 21 years, to
get a Ph.D in history, and his training is evident in the way he works.
An energetic, friendly man of 48
whose glasses and gray-red beard
give him a vaguely professorial air,
he shows PW the file-card boxes
filled with research material. "I'm a
pretty literal person; I tend to imagine from facts. For example, 'Dancing at the Rascal Fair' is a traditional Scots tune-which I wrote one
sleepless night. It comes from this
very staunch, Scots, quasi-Marxist
sociological book, Social Class in
Scotland, Past and Present, where I
read mention of the fact that when
farmers and laborers met to bargain
out the summer's wages it was
called 'the rascal fair.' I like that
phrase. I went to bed one night, not
having a title for the book, and the
next morning told Carol [his wife], 'I
think it's going to be called Dancing
at the Rascal Fair.' Then I bought a
rhyming dictionary and worked

hard on making up the song. Quite a
lot of what I do comes that way, the
imagination ramified by this kind of
dry socioiogy."
Doig's uncommon ability to _bring
the past vividly to life stems in part
from his attention to detail. "I would
talk to people who had been homesteaders at the turn of the century
and ask them, 'You were a school
kid. How'd you get to school?' 'Well,
we rode horses.' 'Okay, what'd you
do with the horses?' Out of that
would come bits of lore: in the sagebrush part of Montana, they'd probably hitch the horse to a bit of sagebrush; if they lived in the grassier
part, the fathers would probably
build a hitch rail for the school. The
details of Angus's teaching came out
of those sort of particulars." To help
him visualize the towns he was writing about, Carol Doig took photographs of individual buildings all
over Montana and Scotland. Doig
arranged the slides on a light table,
grouping the pictures together to
get a sense of what a given street
might have looked like in 1889 or
1919.
The language of Doig's books is
also carefully researched. "Language led me to the McCaskill trilogy as much as anything else. I was
interested in using the language of
my Dad's generation in English
Creek, which is narrated by a character roughly his age. Then it followed that Angus would narrate
Rascal Fair in his Scottish-born
voice. It was a big decision, because
it takes a long time to accumulate
the language for these three books. I
have a file-card box called 'Montana
Lingo,' and I'm working my way
through The Dictionary of A merican Regional English to find out how
language forms itself, how it comes
out in everyday dance and prancethe poetry of the vernacular, because often people who don't have
much else in life are very rich in language. I think what I'm up to is an
attempt to write a trio of books in
some of the West's own language."
The West itself-Montana in parPUBLISHERS WEEKLY I SEPTEMBER 18, 1987

ticular-is virtually another character in the McCaskill trilogy, and all
of Doig's books display a deep attachment to the land and a profound
sense of place. "Part of that was
growing up in the 'great weathers'
of Montana. The space is always
around you in various configurations-whether it is the mountains
or the plains or simply that almost
endless sky-big, booming distances
in the landscapes .... The echoes of
those stay with a person. We moved
to Seattle largely because of the geography: the mildness of the climate, the nearness of the water, the
greenness. Place is important to me
and I think to quite a number of
Western writers. Richard Hugo, the
great poet of Montana, has a line
that always sounds to me like something he picked up in a Missoula bar:
'If you ain't noplace, you can't go
nowhere.' To have a base, a plot of
existence on the earth, to be familiar
with its changes of the seasons,
there's a kind of propulsive rhythm
to that."
But the West Doig knows so intimately and writes about with such
eloquence is not the West of legend.
"I'm writing deliberately about
sheepherding, because we've had
too damn much cowboy West. I don't
think that's what the West has been
about, although we've got a guy in
the White House who thinks so: too
many movie sets will give you that
idea. The West has been about families, schoolteachers, miners, fur
trappers, town-builders, all kinds of
people coming out here to try and
make a living. I'm trying to write
against the grain of what I call 'Wisterns,' after Owen Wister, the author of The Virginian. He went off
from Philadelphia and Harvard and
g9t; in with some of the rich cattle/men of Wyoming. So far as he could
tell, no one in the West ever had to do
any work. In 'Wistems' it's all card
games and saving schoolmarms; nobody ever milks a cow or plants a
spud. As best I can tell, there's got to
be some kind of catering service out
of Omaha that comes out and takes
care of the whole damn West. It's
nonsense, and I think it's harmful
nonsense.
"So much of the West has been
nurtured and can only be nurtured
by Federal policy: the national forest, the Park Service, the Bureau of
Land Management. It's an enormous, dry, fragile part of our country-what Wallace Stegner called 'a
land of little rainfall and big consequences.' We've had a complex histoPUBLISHERS WEEKLY I SEPTEMBER 18, 1987
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' It seems to me there's a new
kind of eloquence that is
not just an eloquence of the
West, but an eloquence of
the edge of the world'
ry of coming to terms with that;
there's an ecologically, socially and
culturally complex quilt out here
from the Ohio River westward. To
think that fixing it is just a matter of
strapping on your chaps and sixgun
is infantile nonsense. This almost
tidal swash back and forth between
beneficial consequences and harmful consequences interests me."
Doig's characters are always
aware that actions have consequences, and the plots of his novels
are often driven by the conflict between people's desires and their
strong sense of responsibility. "My
characters accept that in their lives
they do have second thoughts, that
part of what we carry around in the
attic of our heads are our thoughts
about the past. You feel your way
along and do as much as you can, yet
trying at some point to lead your
own life. You're forever feeling your
way along this line of equilibrium.
Part of the consequence of being
alive is that it's not always comfortable."
But Doig also tries to imbue his
work with a sense of how many
things in life are not within people's
control. "My interest in history
showed me that both time and the
times you live in are going to change
you, and I'm trying to write about
that. You see in English Creek and
Rascal Fair how much the two

world wars dropped into people's
lives out of nowhere. I was trying to
use actual historical realities. First
the twin calamities of World War I
and the flu epidemic of 1919-one
out of every 100 Montanans died.
Then the fact that one year you
were a kid on a ranch in Montana
who'd never been further away than
the 90 miles to Helena, the next year
you're in the Aleutians or the South
Pacific, and the year after that maybe you're dead. I'm trying to deal in
fiction with the issue of history dropping on us. Of course, we hope it
doesn't drop on us in the big way-in
the great words of Riddley Walker, a
book I greatly admire-'The One
Big One.'"
Russell Hoban is only one of the
many authors whose work Doig has
warmly praised during the conversation; his strong sense of identity
as a Western writer doesn't preclude
a larger feeling of kinship with
world literature. "I've been very
much aware of being a Westerner all
my life, partly because of memories
of the landscape, partly because of
the way I was brought up in the West
through the accident of being motherless after I was six. I have in some
ways the best of both worlds: I'm
halfway regarded as a Montana
writer, and yet I live outside. The
Humanities Council in Billings
asked me to talk about looking at
Montana from the outside. They
have finally said, 'Okay, you're an
outsider at last.'
"Montana has always had this big
colonial question, part of the land
question: Are we simply, can we
ever be, more than an energy colony
to be mined? So the West has a lot in
common with writers from the old
outposts of the British Empire, who
are often very skeptical of government and very potent. Nadine Gordimer is one of the most potent writers extant in showing the awful
naked skin under her society. Then
there are books like The Book of
Ebenezer Le Page and Riddley
Walker, which push the language
out into odd, eloquent corners of the
world: the Isle of Guernsey, postHolocaust England. I'm tending toward the idea, and I don't think it's
at all original with me, that there
are quite a bunch of us out here at
our own centers of the universe, and
they're not the metropolitan, polar
centers. It seems to me that there's
a new kind of eloquence that is not
just an eloquence of the West, but an
eloquence of the edge of the
world."
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